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PREFACE

This document reports work performed under a grant (OEG-0-73-5221)

from DHEW/Office of Education which began 1 July 1973 and ended 31.

December 1974, with a grant extension through 31 December 1975.

Encompassed under Lhe single grant were two essentially independent

project=. They shared the goal of developing new instructional strategies

for adult education but they evolved and were implemented quite separately.

one rcport is organized to present each model indgpendentlY. A concluding

overview section will discuss their commonalities.
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. SECTION 1

CHAPTER I

THE PEER INSTRUCTION MODEL.

Tn this part of the project, the principle objective was. to

doterinin2theexterittowhicbe_oeer-instructioA system, successfully

c:nc.cprniT:zed, engineered, and managed w 'biin an institutional

ellit-Ir;.) training context, could be applied to civilian adult- education..

Thr- 14:s to search for the constraints of the model and to understand

by which an lzmovation of this nature could be disseminated

rpoit describes a number of both successful and unsuccessful

applic,Iti,:ms. Problems of dissemination and implementalion as experienced

in this project are identified and discussed. Conclusions regarding the

7Pco7171,-!-dtiti usage of the model are' presented. Included as a separate

apnendix is a dissemination manual'.

PEEil.t.NSTRUCTION AND HIMP,R0

The notion of students teaching each other is pot new. When an

Qiv-Iker named Joseph Lancaster opened a school fOr deprived

,childr,:m 1798, the lack of available teachers forced him to conscript

students to teach, ',a solution which proved so successful he wrote a book

about it, "Improgements in Education". The observation that peer teaching

was at least as beneficial to the student-teacher as to his peer was

.notd by Lancaster's contemporary, Andrew Bell, who wrote in 1832, "That

1



t profits far more 11%. -to than the scholar does by learning

a waxka of antiquity, ,which rience confirms 'Docemur docendo'

'He who teaches learns'.'.'

in this century, Methodi AssionadeS applied the concept in their

Afri.for village schools; throe lout Latin America's peasant community

c,du.cat!.on programs, the peer teaChing approach was dubbed Cada Uno Ensene

!".:,ach One Teach

.Som. contemponary

'

design of instructional systems have rediscovered-

-in:,:truction, though oftan starti72g out with different intentions and

c7.->,1Li;:4:. difft:rentapplication!; of the peer teaching idea. Peter S.

-?:. or Te,:chers' Coll. f. omple, hit upon peer instruction

:urin :,;._, :::el :.), for an indl-,'t':, ,Ii-;.Lzed feed-Lack system for shaping,

-_::_lef p,:ore,3S in sr.eltin,--:ca. Peersqproved far superior to compu-

-idin;:; thr- im,.7.-te,.cit:I.ii,ed feedback.. His "peer-mediated

I: -mt. rur- t: fur a tightly scripted peer/

i.;rri:wn of. Brigham YOung University

p.,,r:rs to fe:.ch reading at the middle school

CIL; program was morli;-lod and.edpted to ABE in the project being:.

Detail: : are pr-,::Itr4 below.)

in most peer-teaching ffforr however, what is actually meant is

our tutoincl.. This wa.3.the case with New York's Mobilization for Youth

,k!!;,7..atipa experiments in tht, it-46c) where older children were paired

vc.uhr ones in coachinp; where the hoped-for benefits

m-ch social anti psyholnical as educational, and as much for

dent.0Wr -2utor ;Is for hi:; yo,71 u

C412ca-fly speaking, peer i:7:truction utiiizes'a more advanced

older) student: to tutor a less advanced Student. The roles are

fixed: the. tutor remains atut,:i' a,id the learner does not go on to assume

the teaching role. The HUmRi:r) wis,a marked departure from this.

in 19.8, HumRRO bec.a;::e inwlv in the systematic exploration of

ahle alLernatives to the tr.tcjition34 each-step method of training large

wi:::br:r or heterogeneously poople.

2



Farber, in 1966, as part of thenSecretary of Defense Robert
c.

McNaMnra's "Project-100;000", desi!uled to upgrade men previously re-

jected by the Army and.make them eligible for military service, HamRRO's

work unit SPECTRUY,(1) began re-examining the Army's instructional stra-

tegies. Among. its final recommendations was that a performance-oriented,

individually-paced form of peer instruction might solve some of the Army's

new traThing problems. ,

Out of these efforts emerged a-set of instructional principles which
0

would st-rve as guidelines i the development of training programs for '

the full range of the educational and aptitude spectrum. In brief, these

priaciples were: .

1. ertormance-Based Instruction

premiSe of this method of instruction is that the most

:2ffectiv:. occurc:ibeq the student becomes actively engaged in

.77rt;cs of learning. To bring the student to active participation,.

p=7;:lc o F instruction ht:s to be 'thought of as equipping him with

skills and'eapahilities. Th=e subject-matter curriculum is inappropriate

in this conte::t, because it stresses what information and facts. are to

be presented to students to digest and memorize. Performance-based in,

otruction t=slates the subject matter into the skills and capabilities

that the student is to acquire as a result of instruction.

0 2. Absolute Criterion

jihen a. student has learned to perform a skill,.there.must be

SOM standard against which his performance is evaluated. For self-
. -.

.7:vident reasons, partial success in performance of a skill is unactept-

a'ole. Either a student knows how to perform a skill or he does not.

Under.performance-based instruction, the standard is'absolute. When

o Student is unable to perform a skill, he' receives additional training

until :',uch time as he demonstrates that he is proficient in that skill.

3. Functional Conte:It

If khe conditions for learning are arranged so that the student

sees the u:,efulness of that instruction and can apply it in solving a

problem and in relating. t ,chnical information to application in a concrete

9
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settirw;, that instruction takes place in a functional context. For

eXamplb,, IL::irning in a functional context takes place When a student

sees the effect of an abstract principle in a specific and actual sit-

uation, and when a particular skill is related to its utility in solving

a real-life problem. Functional context refers to the application of

technical and abstract information in a situation-where the student can

see its ic(porrance and relation to the skill he is learning.

4. Individualization

of the main variables in learning is, the amount of time.

student to learn. Instruction that has an arbitrary time

dr.:fact that students learn at different rnt:s. Instrix-

tion tho the student to learn at the rate necessary for him

acquire n is termed individualized instruction. The tethods of

q_nd.,:v-H,,n.71. instruction should offer the student, the opportunity to

practic r:.!?oat, and review the skillto.the extent necessary for him

to

. 5. 72:11)nk

the student is actively engaged in learning q skill, he

aad to practice with, the instructional materials. This

$ittition obvious advantages to the training manager, instructor,

and stueut. All know how the student is learning, becnUse there is
.

ready evidtnie in the nature of the student's performance. All can

easily auss Where the student is having problems and where additional

Practii72'and instruction are necessary. This immediate knovledge of
0

the rosutt;: of instruction is called feedback.

6. Quality Control

A training.system must have empirical evidence that the students

have leArn,!d what was intended for-them to learn. Through performance-

basd Insttl.on, a training system has a direct means of verifying the

quality orits instruction. Because students' havelearned skills, what

they are able to do as a result of instruction is readily observable.

Dat.l. du in itudents' performances can be gathered so that the strengths

and'weakner;ses of the' entire training system can be identified.
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The searC1A, then, wal for .an Instructional strategy which'would

incorprorate as many of thee principles as possible. and at the-'same time

would minimize the disruptiu.; effort of a lar:Yi aptitude spread within

a given group of trainees. The .,olution, as developed and put into °per-.

ation in work unit APTSTRAT (2),.was tho HunR0 Peer-Instructional Model.

As will he seen, the odel.is responsive'to-all six principles listed
4

above. In addition, it is ab!e to handle heterogenous training populations.

B. -1-'_014 THE HUHRRO'PEER INSTRUCTfON MODEL WORKS

The HumRRO version of peer-instruction turns the job of lean ...ng and

teaching over to students, but it tries to insure that the quality of that

Icarnin7, does not deteriorat.!. Thp ibl7RRO systemyorks like a relay race.

One studentAeacbes anoth,.r e ; scond student turns

around and teach':- dn,1 ..) on. Students learn in

successica rather th. a

ail tzls 7.ud focused or the

uhjeel: is a Sto.ndir :;ecl proure. between each transmission,

admiaistore,2 by a third pt..:r:7on the tuachi:.r. .Fach student must

pass this checkclut that they. hat'' learned. the task to.

prerdaten.:..ined he turns. around and teaches

it to someone else. Withcin: this or,''re] the-qualily of the learning.

would certainly vary and probably fail arart. Everything the/ student must

know is tested at this point'. Tho student either perfbrms the task cor-.

rectly.or does not. If failure occurs, the student and the peer instructor

continua.Lheir work together until the test is finally passed. These

pass /frill tests control quality, but du not discriminate between students

on the basis of'numerical grades. -Their criteria insure that each student-

has learned the task'ana is qualified as a per instructor.

Ing"eraLliimIREdit,Ileseareactualperformance.
tests, notepaper and pencil (1:nowlede-recitat4on) questions about the

tasks in question.. Thu one-to-one rature of peer instruction provides the

undivided attention whieb rasz,room t,:.ac-oer Finds hard to deliver, or

she turns over to rrr.,v,'ai=sd ttxts. Lt also allow4 the student to

get rapid, precise iutoriiltio,TaLo,q .,11.1 he is learning while he is

11
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In the. ::(.! o: i.-..-ol .;,Ii.- lio: THJIR4:0 verion of peer instruction

i.lr,,, .,-.0(i.i:.fol. mu:,t. be vudoi i-br differing learning
1 I

.and roN:utIon r.2.NH5. :'..; oi thin 'roasonabio mits, students can take as

lon:4.a!-3

that'the-skills to be passed along the

doc,,u Into' a tormat that helps students clearly

Lo 'do. The mainstay of the HumRRO model

is th mkuL s ar..2 usually single-session teaching units, bro-

ATII-3tructional material.. Modules are generally
.

trit, or the stater-ents which make up the

:ill, and Steps, or

of (ruclul points and maneuvers

17. tc-Ir-h,:lr is cast in the new rdie

of. nor are maintaining

tU.:! critria tests, priming the system °

uL,AC.,.7.f each learnin chain, keeping the records

Ot Ll L1Adu1es, and constructively occupying

:h._-,,:,- -. e.u,le:.: -io °i-,er instruction.

C. TH,-, FiTi,f) ,f,OT-17,1, ANI; :.f,Thl. 7,DUCATION
1.

un. AP:T:AT oxp,:!rieuce opened the0door for HumRRO's en-

gii: poy- consideration wa lyon to exploring appli-

c4Lin m!lItary setting:- .Short-term, pilot

instruction ere explored in:

1°. i, Rtvi..!r Sch6D1, grades 7K through 5; module

dict1onarrusage)

(19/ l, High School, modules in food services,

auf.1-:1 usiness education)

(1972, High School, per instruction as

t!u. %I) occOpations program).

Lia nodel entered the civilian adult education

:.1.71catior, among the Penobscot

of-,1-1,..1.. The 1972 N;tine project applied the

12
6
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HumR1110,methqd of quality-controlled peer instruction to dri Operation

Mainstream training program. on Indian Island, .Maine,, and to a mandatory

training prmihm for new homeowners participating.' in a Housing and Urban

Development (HUD) program. Both HumRRO ansl local reportS assessing this

shcrt-tern project concurred that-.(1) Eased on attendance and performance

records, Indian students responded favorably to competency-ibased instruc-;

tion. (2) ;;non properly introduced to; the model, students responded

jaidorably to learning from peers. In fact, the competency-based instruc-

tion was so successful at Pleasant Point that 70 families learned their

home maintance 'modules through it and.paiA.the entire cost of the
.

t-7.:(--.1vs; on post-training nuestonnairn,;, more than 70% of

'2, r;am.nsody q.ndian partiCipants requested izor and the local

Authority asked to employ peer ...Int-6,ruction in its LD

home ck:zu7.,ancy trainin.project.

devloping curriculae ;.dministering the peer

instratiou co:esented problems .during; the project. j.i:he preparation.of''

competency-aqsed modules suitable for peer inst7uction was not:- a skill,
A.

which.col:Jd be found locally; it required. training to..break down .

t.7ht performance criteria, and rewfite those criteria'after

.testing.tem out .during "trial runs".

'rase incomplete but promising results Of the brief Maine project

encouraged HumR110-tafurther.explore the applicability, of peer instruc-
r

tloa to adult educatibn, .Various handicap profiles of typical ABE students,

such a,; thoe found in Curtis Ulmer's Teaching,the Disadvantaged AdUlt

(NticaA1' Association- for Public Continuing and-Adult Education, 1969)

and the Califr-rnia State Committee on ABE's Basin Eductition for Adults

(067); underscore the general ABE student's insecurity inthe.classroom,

His ovel-riding,need to begin a series af sucessi-ul well-defined learning

experiences t counterbalance a history,of dropping out ':of school, hum11-

..JIttiou in ;iio classroom, lack of 'personal satisfaction, and feelings of

beilost amidst incomprehensible goals set b7 others. The feeling-was
o

that HumRRO model might be :ideally suited to-overcbmia;; these motiva-.

tiocal proHe.A.A Decause it.is based upon proyjding the stud.,Ya'c with a series.

4
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07: short, positivelearning experionces where he watches his progress and

contid:!ncebnildmodulehy moduleanJ,where a public display of skill or

knowlede was not necu,ssary.

Such ABE student profileS also emphasize the erratic nature of '.,;0qc:

home/community li.te of many typical ABB students which is not conducive

zo regular attendance. The EumRRO peer instruction system, working as it

do,-sas a relay transmission system, can incorporate sporadic attendance

through easily-mastered administrative adjustments - sucz as rosters where

students schedule themselves to learn given instructional units (modules).

) n addition, the HurnRRO model's emphasis on personal interaction

hetwec.n per in their own idiom or language as well as on self - paced,

Indiviliz-,!d instruction, seemed to offer relief to students intimidated

-L1LotiLy and students who need 'a cooperative rather than a

Lcmpe,..i.tiv= atmosphere in which to strengthen their learning and retention

1:uoi.red by th Maine project results, and theoretically matching

these st,117:.1ri?ntr, or typical ABE student needs with the positive features

of peerlinstruction model, HumBRO applied for and was awarded DHEW

Offit!o of Education Grant OEO-0-73-221.

CHAPTER II

COMMUNTTy CENTERED PEER,IsNSTRUCTION

-!-NTr.f.";.L')UCTION

The AdnftBeer project separates into two distinct stages. initially,

w'rittn.n proposal as funded was premised on local, community control of

d_minitr(.tion and educational content. It was felt that local people-on,

the ,wene in non7institutional roles trfbal 'spokesmen, neighborhood

leaders, indigenous community organizers - were better qualified than

171norted e:7perts to decide'ori the educational content of the peer instruc-
. .

tfon modules., At this tiMe, the project was notonly tesel!ng the viability,

of 'peer instr.ucti.on as an instructional vehicle for adults, it was also 4
. 0,

testiu whether khoWledge and-use of thiS model by local community per=

sr.)nnol .could lead to indiOnoUs skill development without Outside .or

institutional assistance.

8 14



A third objective was an exploration of the spectrum of curriculum

content suitable for community peer instruction.

This first stage covered from July 1, 1973 to Ray 1, 1974. The

second .stage commenced with a mandated project redirection in late'spring,

1974, and continued until December 30, 1975. The emphasis during the

second stage shifted dramatically.. The content area'was assigned to be

a loosely-defined-constellation of taSks called "survival skills". The

context was d2signated as traditional; preferably urban-minority, adult

.;2,1ucation classroom settings.

After hiring project staff, a "community criteria checklist" was

devised to provide (1) a history of negotiation with-each'community where

we wore considering pilot testing of the peer instruction disseminatipn

effort, and (2) a means to measure and compare the degree to which com-.

munities :ant and pre-established criteria of acceptablility (see Appendix A).

3, October 31, 1973, project staff had contacted twenty different

refunral sources in search of leads to community groups around the country

with viable. leadership, serious community education'gdals, and gdod grasp
0-

of their responsibilities_kw the kind of innovative research and-develop-

ment.being proposeth. Twenty -eight .community groups were subsequently.

contacted by mail and via extensive phone calls. Seventeen communities.

and organizations were then actually visited by staff members for in-depth

discussions to further prepare for final site Selection. From nine oom-

Munitfes anxious to participate, the. Vermont Community College and the

Alabama Council for Human Relations were chosen and RumRRO representatives,

Peter Nabokby and Laurie Mandel were on location in late fall.

B. COMMUNITY PROJECT SUMMARIES

Alabama: 'HumRRO representative Lauril Mandel worked with all-black,
, .

'ell-wOmen' Auburn Household Technicians (AHT), a cooperative established,

by the Alabama.Counci. for Human Relations to improve the .employment con-

ditions of Lee gounty s household workers. Functioning primarily as an

employment agency'for household,wprkerS, AHT retquired that its members

underF;o training:in home managemeht and .first aid before being elibible

9



for job placement. After some community surveys, the'first aid course
6.

-was selected for conversion into peer instruction because of high attrition

and high failure:
, .

With the accredited. local Red Cross first aid instructor as .content

expert, eight modUlesfwere prepared: .(l) broken bones, (2) bleeding,

(3) artthcial respiration, (4) burnS,. (5) hear exhaustion, (6) poisoning,,

-(7) insect bites, (8) animal bites. Initially dubious 'about non-professionals

teaching the life-and-death first aid skills, the Red Cross instructor be-.

came enthusiastic as he watched the modules' performance-oriented condensa-

tion and exactitude take form.

After two monthsi, twenty women had been enrolled, twelve had completed
.

all modules. Actual learning time per student for the eight modules was an

average of six hours, fOr each skill about twenty-five minutes. The autho-

.rized Basic First Aid course, Which contained approximately fifte::m skills,

took about fifteen to eighteen hours. to complete and not guarantee 100%

mastery. In the previous year, twenty-four women had carolled.: in the course

and one finished. This may. have been largely the result of the course's

heavy emphasis on reading. More significantly,once the instructor had

"printed" the modUles, thus starting the peer instruction chains, all

the learning and teaching had been conducted by the students themselves.

The Red Cross instructor stated that it was the firSt timeinhis five

years-of experience of first aid teaching that he :actually knew what his

.3tudents had learned and what 'they were able to actually do upon completion

of the course. He urged HUmRRO to Contact the National Red Cross in Wash-

ingten.to discuss preparing a version Of the Red Cro first .hid manual

,oared on peer instruction modules. Once this contact was made, we-were

informed that the National Red Cross was about to distribute a new multi-

media (audio-visual) program-and was not interested in our results. Two

months later, the training was still enralling,new students.. and graduating

o1d-one!3.. Course management was entirely in the hands of the local'

coordinator.

A'second'eftOrt in Alabama involved home maintenance training conducted

by the East Alabama.Cooperative Housing, Inc. (EACH), a self-help corpora-

tion assisting low-income Lee. County families in building their own homes.,

10. 16



Out Of EACH's-repair skillsclist and interviews between the HumRRO

representative and the local VISTA volunteer, six instructional modules

were chosen to be taught through peer instruction: (1) screen replace-
.

pent, (2) repairing the hotwater heater, (3) electrical repairs, (4)

repairing the commode, (5) fixing faucet leaks, and (6). unclogging sinks.

and drains. The Adult Peer "redirection" halted efforts to obtain-follow-

through data on the project, but at last word, a "trial run" of three

Li weeks indicated that.the modules were being well received. Sessions were

taking place in the participants' homes. Upon completion of the course,

hr7mownE-..rs began receiving certificates and basic tool kits.

Vermont: HumRRO representative Peter Nabokov. worked with the Com-,

munity.College of Vermont.(CCV),an alternative adult education organiza-

tion established in the .early 1970s to serve the low-income, rural adult

p,,,pulat.ion throughout the state. The agreement between HumRRO and CCV

earmarked ihe. northernmoSt of CCV's three'regionsnas the initial site for

impleL,enZaLion of peer instruction,. an area known as the Northeast Kingdom.

CCV' non- campus, totuunnity-responsive and-performance-based curriculum,

was divided. into tri- semesters. It was projected to make the Spring 1974

semester an opportunityjor staff acquisition of peer-teaching techniques, J7.',

training in preparing modular materials in both try-out content and actual

instructional content for the.summercoursesrun "trial runs" with volun-

tcer students to revise modules and overcome schedUling problems; and

.
prepnre for-full summer/fall operation and consequent evaluation and data

Dde to the project's redirection and severe administrative

problems within CCV Itself, only the 'training phase was completed.

'Twl) peer instruction training sites were established: the Lyndonville

and Newport field offices of the Northeast Kingdom CCV region. In addition,

a CCV staffer representing the Montpelier central office was'aSsigned to

participatefor future CCV'staff development purposes. In all, four field

and central office personnel received intensive training in all aspects of

peer instruction from'December 1973 through mid-March 1974 and developed

module series in Basic Sewing, Basic Photography, Basic Crewel Embroidery,

and WeaVing; The Basic Photography course was fully pretested during trial.

'runs. and implemented in a regular.class.

,



In aC.dition, peer instruction workshops'with state-wide CCV personnel'

were held at which two Vermont ABE staffers-were also Present. This led

to discussions exploring the use of peer' instruction in Vermont 'S ABE

program, primarily in the areas of literacy and metric. education. Prior.
. .

to his departure, Mr. Nabokov worked out a spring phasing schedule in

preparation for the four summer courses CCV had obligated itself to opera-

tionalize through peer instruction: Business Machines, Accounting,'Basic

Auto Repair, Welding. To support CCV's preparation for these courses,

Mr. Nabokov prepared a Peer Instruction Implementation Pamphlet for use

in his absonce. However, CCV's -administrative problems and staff .cut-back

."add tho, firp their pledge, ending the hope cor obtaining further data..
o

C. ; AN;) COMMENTS

losson of this stage wcs the necessity' for clear-cut

greemdritS between HumRRO and the cOoperating agencies

ia i 1
Lank of working guidelines detailing mutual respotsi-

the Vcrmont episode-and to a lesser.degree.the Alabama

pro jet-:. or the following stage this lesson was incorporated, into a

spelling .out the obligations of both Parties in a

raseIrch and.development.special experimental project such as

the,p!2er. in3truction implementation effort.

2. Stage one did not significantly advance the "state of the art",

so fcr s neer instruction content was concerned. . The skill training

will it wnn convertedinto a per instructions format were" all psycho -motor

sk1_11.1 1.7.volving hands-on, manipulative tasks; it was already expected

that thes w2ald be easily adapted to peer instruction. If the Vermont,

project b- I e,A',;Lved to develop ABE modules in literacy and metric educa-

.tio:1; tie spectrum of skills known to lend themselves to peer instruction

'might hive broadened.

Th,o;Ickup" problem.:4nique to peer instruction what to do

with stuck,nt nut yet in a learning "chain", or finiShed with the peer``'

instruction while their classmates.. are still teaching.each.other - was

not adaeluatelynolved. In the Vermont Basic Photbgraphy course, students'

simply reurneti:ca a small pool of students working informally with an'
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instructor. In Alab...,

so they moved Trcffl

them all , she generil

would remain for Sti,

directly.` .

4. As tc.

mance criteria, there Yii

Liites. In Vermont,

h, 7,A. L:odule.41 to learn

hqu Ompleted

1. f)ii;. But it

contronL Lhis robtem more:

:lard perfpr,

1),Ai!n Lhe Alnha.aand Vermont

s:Afficie background in

deriving co,aprehtivo. 4,-,erforvance criteria for given

skills;- in Alabama,. s

work fell to the

seeped limited,

concerned; thj.::

effort in

loc.:,te and most of that

ilit7 '7 he Model

!.;qactiOn was

pllot

. F.:2..1 7oc.-1

and of

-rea1.7-w.:r1k1

that indi_vidual:::

tion training were r-

policy shift -would

would have to 'be. 'crain2A,

4,
time was' invariably lost:.

6. In concl?!.

a.

coutnuni.ty

a preferred and

b. It is

skills of 'modulo

the systeril woull

were learned.

specify what ;

,
.1'

dr.r.c:ItO the

-i-t7f It seemed

iustruc-',
,

;11 r,uni7,tion3, or a

cout New people

.;,Irjee(1 upon, and - valuably

,
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' Given the limitations just mentioned, in a community setting

the peer instruction model is the system of choice where:

(1) the number of learners that can be assembled together

on a more or less regular basis exceeds ten

(2) the skill to be learned involved six or more modules

(3) the learners are from.a generally non-academic,

minimal reading population

CHAPTER III

ADULT SCHOOL CENTERED PEER INSTRUCTION

INTRODUCTION

. In May, 1974, Adult Peer Project Director, Hiltoh N. Bialek, Ph.D.

.7:et in Ilashington, D.C. with Mr.,'Peal Delker, Director, Division of Adul t

Education, and members of his staff to discuss future plans. Agreemnts

reached were: (1) to shift focus froM indigenous communities to established

urban Adult Education centers. .

Efforts at.community.sites would be sup-

ported as needed for remainder of yeAr (until July 1, 1974), then full

:effort would be directed to establishing .a working relationship with two

such centers, (2) to revise.the conceptUal.structure of the project so

t.bat the two, existing parts (see'accompatying report on Staff Development

institute for Leaders in Adet Education and the Decision-Making Model)

be combined into a, single ef.ort, .:(3) to focuS on establishing two fully

operational programs so ms to be.a'ble to observe effects on adult learners,

(4) to focus on teaching of survival skills, (5) the Division of Adult

would provid'es lia son between_ilUmRRO and potential -Adult Educa-

tion Centers in order to locate appropriate sites, (6) Division..of Adult

Education to arrange coordination betweetHumRRO and University of Texas

APL Pr6ject.tO expedite definition and selection of "survivaIlskills".

UnZortunately, becaue of.severe staffing shortages, the Division of Adult

Education was unable. to provide the significant support promised .in points

(5) and (6).

Of the site visits to five Adult' Education centers in.CalifornIa who

responded to a letty of inquiry sent to fen Adult Education schools,
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education administrators in Compton, California and San Diego, California

seemed to respond With the greatest interest in and understanding of

HunRRO's research and development needs for the AdUlt-Peer project.

After auditing both programs, and subsequent correspondence, tilese sites

were officially selected.

In an attempt to establish a firm commitment from the selected sites

to' support the project, a formal "contract" was submitted. Each site was

requested to have this document formally approved by an appropriate admini-

strative body. (See ppendix B for a copy of the agreement.) This did

help. As a matter of fact, because of the total turnover in administrative

and teaching staff at San Diego, it was necessary to resurrect this "con-

L'racr" in order to insure su port fOr the final duration of the pror:yot..

B PROJECT NARRATIVES

I. -Compton:, California: The year-and-a-half Compton effort dividot into

roe s1T,_cssive phases: (a) "Survival Skills" :(b). Comprehensive Employment.

Training Act (c) ABE measurement modules.

a. Survival'Skills.and Training of Compton Personnel

Mid-August - December, 1974

Compton Adult-;School Curriculum Developer04s. Sara Duzen, working

lirARRO representative Peter->Nabokov, became trained in all aspects of

the peer. instruction model. A survey form was designed to provide a

localized; specific reading` on the "survival skill" needs relevant to major

'.ethnic sectors of the Compton community. It was based, in part, onthe ten

highest ranking of the forty7five APL task modules in Occupational.Knowledge,

the ten" highek ranking of theeighty-four APL task module's in 'Consumer

Economics, the ten highest' of the forty-two APL task Modules in Health, the

ten highest ranking of the twenty-one APL task modules in Community Resources,

the. ten highest ranking of the thirty task modules in Government' and. Law,

and the ten highest ranking of the fiftytwo'APL task modules in Transportation.

In addition, a realistic project phasing schedule was prepared. Teachers

were briefed on the project in anticipatioB of classroom selection. An

all-day in-house peer instruction_ workshop was held September 19-, 1974 for
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other Compton administrative pernanol, p4or justruCtion reference

notebook was prepared for 1 Conptnn irrnngements were made

to exchange training information and nodules with the San. Diego siLeA
0

Wide ranging. community intervi with Compton spokespeople Humah

Resources Development Agency, Dept. of Rehabilitation, Sickle Cell Clinic,.

Welfare CaSe Workers, Welfare Rights Qr;:ani,..ration, Mexican-Ameri6n

Community Center, etc. were conducted to deVelop a relevant survival

skills "menu' from whieh students, could choose skills 'to learn. To

explore the "survival skill" of form filling, an eight-page peer instruc-

tion module was drafted for completing the Application for Veteran's

Benefits.as well asothe Social Securitr Benefits form. Income tax com-

putation was also converted into J instructior, fornat - although

Inter evaluation showed this to be Thu 'hope was to develop

soma single module unit:i to drop En_siL Skills classes concentrating

on literacy and computation: w,:re also held to use peer

Instructdon in ESL-class,:ts held 11 a i i. indiltrial firm hiring Meican-

Amer,ican'la'oorers where ri;Imo,aelit. gi.en rclease time for in-factory

language classes. All these eftorts.weTe en attempt to identify functional,

relevant skills.
a

b. 'ComprehenSive Employment Trainin Act

January - August, 1975

Although HumRRO had be.. tr:i;u1n.; C.ompton Adult School personnel

in applying peer instruction to thle "stirval'skill" 'area, in February,

the Compton Adult School *Jon a CETN grant foz training students in office

occupations. Compton school administrators trade the decision that peer

instrurtion potentially seemed anido:iI:d livery system for the Work Ex-

perieuce component- oE this new CETA pro let. As CETA's overriding goal_

is student employability, this was consider.:A a highly pragmaticPsurvival

and a proper test of the usefulnes:: of peer teaching as well as a

prime opportunity for Compton persorine to nractice applying peer instruc

tien to the kind of une:fpeted training nn is and opportunities that

frequently arise within adult odncatia pyrams.

22
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%tht rOordination and planning among Office Occupations

in;tr--: ':suit School administrative and curriculum development

personnel, a stu,:y-ahi-work experience schedule Was initiated Eor the in-

coLlin2; -tad;.xts. Twenty pre-tested and interviewed CETA students

would ,;2.',0 an hour Eor a six-hour day divided into class wnrk in

the morning, anj )n-the-lob experience at work stations located in the

o

public sector is thy: afternoons. The student's progress through the work

tati.ons would be pr-arranged so as to reflect the growing complexity in

the bier oE office skills for which students were being trained in

-,r7.in't exercises. Students would teach each other the work

6's.,_at; t "n- ':;;n the humRRO model of quality-controlled peer instruction.

contain one or more peer instruction modules

performance objectives for each student entering

th .`1.! wcrk station concept was now envisioned '_c; a

rlual.=ty an-uctured, on-the-job training experience instcad of

1argely unsupervised "extra help" situation it has

tra-13.t1.;,1 When students learned the module(s) in a, work station

from another and correctly demonstrated mastery, they turned

around k.t station's modules to a new student coming in. Then

they rcd to the classroom for an interval of full-time work to' allow

for jol, and. counseling appointments; then they went on to a.

more difacult work. station in the hierarchy of work stations.

vvo jnt.-,7u.lon modules were-initially developed for four work

na;:. of the modules', the number of students involved, and ,

T;hoWn in Figure 1. They Were initiated on four separate

Oate5; arch 10 through Apri1.28. Three of the work stations

had it,.strnction module per .Station. The most complex module, the

forts in the 'working office at the Compton Adult School,

at ljr avoi:ne of two weeks for students to learn and two for

ti to t:,ch:

23.
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Compton Office Education Modules

07FTCE rDucATrdia

Total number of students:

Module No.

35

Students Learning Time -Medule in Operation-

G.E.D. 22 27 hrs* -I 5 hrs** 3/10/75 to 12/15/75

Filing ,

ester Files

18

13

14 5 4/28/75 to 12/15/75

' 17 .- 5 3/10/75 to 10/07/75

Phon6( 13 15 5 3/17/75 to 10/07/75

,p r;; Applications 12 15 - 21/2 .4/02/75 to 10/02/75

*Aver%ge learninL, time of first three students in the sequence.

.

,*.:-Av,trage learning time of the last thtee students.

for I, loca'ted at the Compton Adult School Veteran's Coun-

offi,e w-v3 begun March 10. By Jul.,- 3, peer teaching had engaged

Jsr,reo. -Itudc,nts in a total of 159 learning hours and 129 teaching hours.

There was also a gradual drop in the amount of tire it took the first

student to Learn the GED form processing task of this station thirty

hours. to the time it took the last student to learn the same task -

sev_mteen hours.

.:Jk_Station II, located at the Compton Neighborhood Seryices Center,

Compose(1,or the Master File module and the Phone Reception module, also

o:D2ned nar,71h 10. By July 7, seven students had devoted a total-of 190

learning' hours. and 115 teaching hours to these two tasks.

Work Station III, the-correct filling of client employment applica-

t.ions,' alsOlocated at the-Compton Neighborhood Services.Center. The

:it1.1(14s who went through this module 'between April 2 'and June 17

f-;i10--ie(1. a total of 105 learning hours and eighty teaching hours. Along

with woek Station. II, the learning time-significantly diminished as the

oril peer teaching 'chain grew more facile in communicating the .basic

elr.!merit', of uht.! task.
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Work Station IV, situated in Lilo front receiving wing of the Compton

Adult Center, showed five student complotLng the module, between April 28'

and June 30,perfforming for seventy-one learning hours and fifty-six

teaching hours.

An41-vsis It is important 'to remember that this training was going

on at actual, functioning offices, The advantages of this real-world

,setting fo77 the trainee and for training effectiveness are well known, but

there are innumerable drawbacks for the evaluator. The job incumbents are

n
)

e
,

\

!,tler trained to collett data, have little time to do so, and in the

-.1.-linwi,=!re.not too interested in or eppre:lqative -aifLthe-neadfor it. Stu-
ll(

dant Lo keep records of their own teaching ,and learning time,

Fqt it wns net u1.e to have thirkl patty data collector at each site.

In an inter!m p:;7,gress report dated JuJy,.1975, the. ComptOn Curriculum

tiz7.g the students to

dat *hey .7tation and the criteria

6-7%,-% The job ,72,tr,.pv-i 1:r:'5.t an identical 7og, but

at ' filled it in from

:in some case a c,.,n-7.ri:Jon of both time logs

was ina-le.7uate, and dates had to be estimated. There-

, i. w,-zs i'Mpossib7c to get a daily log of attendance.

512 fi,JUI.:f:s do not inc,:ude holidays; but they do not ac-

cues m--flect all student abs.?ncos... One job super-

that; geting tired of keeping

perf,--ance,figures are estimated.

,)f 7ittla int=rect to the proidet, sinae this

was not r,;strict'd to the Ivpecific tasks' defined in

the p,--pr instruction modal s. Students performed other

rvi.es part of this time. At the filing work .station,

he vc.gis,4.ra!,fir)n cards usEi o;,th the module were occa-

siily 72,:hheld during th perf-2mance period to

4 snj'c(eient rqpplj ' next learning period."

O
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Efforts to tighten control over diita collection were only moderately

successful. It must be kept in-mind that these agencies had made. no

commitment with HumRRO'to extend service and support. Nevertheless,

trainees clearly learned the'required skills through per instruction

-while simultaneously receiving valuable work experience. The subjective
o

re'actions'-reported below from both students, job incumbents and staff,

seem, to-reveal strong'support for use of this peer instruction. for these

skills and ,in an on-the-job-setting., Note. also the appreciable drop in-
training time across all five modules as the'systeM'continues; from an

.averagaof seventeen hours to four hours per module. 0 0

ABE Measurement Modules

August December,--I975

With°the CETA project successfully employing peer
0
instruction,

;ttrmtloo. .turn9d to introducing peer instruction into regular day-and-

niht AT3E classes. An all-day-hands-on peer instruction workshop was held

September 16 with seveninstructors who duties either directly related to

ABE students or were ii.volved in preparing curriculum for tho§e students;

all-had evidenced interest in participating in this final phase. Three

Of-:the instructors volunteered to introduce; peer instruction modules into
Cy

,
. .

.

. .

.

thei' classes. With instructor consultation on content, Curriculum

Devloper, Sara Duzen prepared the Measuretent Series, a sequence of 'short

-modules which carried the studentfrom the basic exercise of Bisecting a

Line through a series in learning to read_ ruler. Two instructors used-

the modules. in their classes. Figure 2.presents the modules, number of

'Studnts, and training` time, for the, ABE, classes:

to

10
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FiPure 2:

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION (ABE)

Total numb-et of students`: 29

Section I: B. Smith - Elementary Subjects Total 18

Module' No. Students Learning Time Module in Operation

Bisecting a Line 13 15 min. average 10/02/75 to 10/07/75

Geometric Shapes s 3 7
I, 10/06/75 to 10/02/75

Intro. to Fractions 3 20
II 10/09/75

Ruler I -, 13 10
I,

. 10/16/75 to 10/22/75

,Ruler ' 3 10
u 10/22/75

r '

Ruler 3
(teacher absent with illness)

Ruler 4

:Section II:

Ruler

Ruler 2

Ruler. a'

Ruler 4

C. Brumfield - Elementary Subjects - Total 11

No Students' Learning. Time Module in Operation

t. 11 10 min. average 11/24/75 to 11/26/75

4 10

(in process)

ft 11/26/75 (in process)

Analy6is: ABE .Elementary Subjects

The content, basic measurement, was selected by the prarticipating

and adopted from existing instructional materials. PresumablyInstructors

students ';wanted" to leath these Skills because they were enrolled in an

ABE'Program. The cdrriculum coordinator was able-to observe the start of-

the
.
system for its first seven days (after the modules had,been developed)

and the following somewhat detailed'excerpts from her log are presented, in

order to fully convey the strengths and weaknesses of the model to this

groiJP anel with this content:

1o/5/75 SECOND DAYBiseCting

91" eprimed the.chain by teaching the aide, Mr. L. -- very

tense arid precise :person. He taught student #2'. Student

4a,
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2 couldn't teach student O. L. taught.stUdSnt 3 easily.

Student 2, it seems, according to t., could learn but

couldn't teach.

10/6/75 THIRD DA-Y--GeometricShapet.

...The teacher still has not freed herself to attend to

the process of peer instruction. Unwilling to stop and

adeqUately administer test. Day very hectic and disor,

ganized. Wall chart OK. Difficulty keeping track of

learning time and date using the small pink slips.

am remindi,75, everyone of slips (we chose not to show

their learning time_on the -chart for everyone to view).

Low level. ..Stuenk who failed to BiSect a line was allowed

to learn geometric char s. The decision was made in order

to support the spontan:';:ty that occurred as follows:

the second (and last for the qay) student was told she

would have to wait until the next day to teach. She

was not satisfied with that--found student 3 and insisted

on teaching her--T said fin,'.

At this point the teacher agreed to' free herself to

supervise, beginning ioith the next day's activities.

She was encouraged to assign her two aides to,the

regular class activities and to supervise aides, not

students, and peer instruction. This may seem a bit

past dueat this point, but it took three classroom days

to make her see the necessi,ty even thOugh she had verbally

agreed to do so before the start. She was convinced when

she realised :die could have prevented this,incident: L.;

the aide, had chosen to include .a studefit in the chain

who was too advanced. The studen't was insulted and very

outwardly'showed his contempt. He was a poor teacher

because of his attitude. The reacher then realized her

options--she could have decided to include him by
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personally "bringing him alOncg"--e4olaining that he

could'skip the module or jwIt take the test and then

teach. I apologized to the student at lunch and

thanked him for participating-,he was pleased. (He

came in eager the next day.) -

10/7/75 FOURTH DAY

Teacher,noticeably in charge. Chose to do Bisecting

only- -catch up with students who were previously ab,

'sent. Peer instruction running more smoothly--all

activities running,better. 'Aides are "floating".

1.9 students.

Ye'+ed another TIP for Bisecting: One student changed,

the conmass arch between first and second archs. She

was sent back to her student-teacherstill could not

perform, .. There was personal animosity between them.

The teacher'finally corrected the compass error. Those

who can read have not bothered to do so. Focus is on

cempass.and ruler.. formal module is ignored.

Therefore, the TIPS should be on a separate sheet in

large print. j

%

Meeting at end of day: Teacher, myself, two aides.

Quick review of the purpose of peer instruction,

reaming benefits, possible difficulties. Requested

comments from all. Meeting was necessary as a formality

to include the.sacond aide who had inadvertently been

omitted from previous contact with the process. (Oc-

casionally absent, I was,even ulaware of her.at first.)

10/8/75 FIFTH Itily still Bisecting

Learning time is'not decreasing71-varies from fifteen

minutes to a half hour, depending on verbal ability

or manual dexterity. Same cannot use the compass. A

student who has the ability to use the compass does not

23
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seem to be learning if his teache' cannot. He gets

'stuck with his teacher's awkward method.

I keep intercepting to remind students to go over
- j

the TIP, or to suggest that students say what they

have learned before testing. These are people of

FEW WORDS. ti

(other classroom goings-on: one student is asleep--

was reminded to rest at night so he might stay awake--

then left to,sleep. One female student has her pre-

schooler here--they are outdoors in the sunfriend

joined herboth doing little with child disturbing.

.18 students, ...Random assigned tutoring works well)

Summary a?ter 5 days:

Nodule

Bisecting a line has proved to be too difficult.

Some students cannot handle the compass at aZZ.

Arthritia and underdeveloped or inadequate fine motor

skills are interfering. Some have been able to learn

the skill but have been unable to communicate the five

main points they have learned. This communication

seems to be a more refined skill than that of bisecting

a line. (assuming the ability to manipulate the compass).

The written material has helped very little.

However, most students have enjoyed the first. module:

Only one asked to be excused from teaching.. Module

still in progress with our prompting and interceding

10/9/75 SIXTH DAY Fractions

To date I have not totally hovered over each pair of

students: Today decided to hear every word. (I later

realized she had again Chosen .a bright student to teach

and then gave that student a dull one.,) Here is the chain

exactly as I recorded, it: 30
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a.

). Student 1, C.A., - three minutes, prior learning, eager

very patient. mad,- suggestions to me about material.

Student 2, 8.W.,-tbnniy-five minutes, no prior learning.

Confusion between shaded and unshaded parts. Materials

had to be marPed to ask "What fraction is the shaded

part?" Teacher primed first student (with too much in-

formation) by-teaching both shaded and unshaded- parts--

Stressed "taking away" the shaded part by covering the

shaded part with her thumb. This left the unshaded parts

and started the confusion. Student one quickly made the

distinction, but when he taught, he repeated the action,

mnicking th?, teacher. His student, S.W., struggled

with the pr:iblem even through her teaching role.

Student 3, 4., - non-readerthe one who was excused from

teachin "biEecting". I should have intercepted, but

assumed he teach,_,,v had a plan-,it turn's out she just

forgot: A. learned very shakily (n1ver attended school

before, very frightened) . Did not teach.. Teacher apl-

aarently never intended for her to teach. I could not

find out why she (or S. W.) had been included in the chain.

At this point I insisted cn closer, selection of students.

C.A. (student 1.) taught again. Did well; enjoying,

experi,,nce.

Student 4, M.T., seems to be the right level. No prior

experience, bat has capacity. Passed test, but very shakily.

The interaction has boiled down to a picture-exercise

I.- What is the top number? ...the number of shaded parts.

2. What is the bottom number? ...the total number of
parts.

NO OTHER CO:' HRHENSIO ISBEING.PASSED'ON. Students memo-

rize: A fraction is a. part of something. But it means

little.
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20/10rn E3EV-EiT7E fra(,tions continued

Next student in chain to teach is absent (M.). No others

present who are at the correct level. No peer instruc-

tion today. Discusspd progress to date with teacher.

She feels that not many students will participate in

the three fractions modules. She wants all to do the

ruler modules (3) except the very Zow students.

Teacher requested the ruler modules at the workshop.

It was our decision to try the other modules in her

class. There for =, 1" am not disappointed that there

aren't more students to do the fraction exercises. It

has given me an opportunity to give them a, trial run

before trying then in the night class which is not as

accrosible. oi-Mer can't learn fractions,

like S.W. and A., or they have had a little work in

than already. A 'few will learn, a few will rev'iew. ,,S(5

we will hive 30M3 students trying the material.

However, I anticipate all of the same difficulties whe

we get to the night class with Mrs. Brumfield, who re-

quested the fractions material. Here'are the difficul

ties as I see them:

from the students' point of view:

1. 'Variety of studeht 'levels of learning (various

grade levels).

2. Variety of mental and emotional handicaps aff

the wa,i they need to learn (even if they wer at

the same level).

Absenteeism is high. (higher below fourth gr de

level than above fourth).

from the teachers' point of view:

7. few or no lesson plans surroundinLi per --, istruction

a. hen6!e, the management plan for peer ,nstPuction

however simplified, is not only an mposition,
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the tew7h,-- Pot- "inner

organi;:ak.ir,n" If

or at least not the habi t of doing so.

b. Hence, there are mr7n!I d!mands on teacher's

time while managLng peer instruction to also

manage the, class by tn: "brwp.-fire" method.

(Comr.Int: "brush-filv":ma:1 be the only work-

abi.c.for any but the bright-star

teachers.)

Students want personzl attention from the teacher,

much like a toddler demand from hi.... mother. (I

spoke to the teacher 17,:1) fif;eenminutes: One

student walked up to hr, handed her a test, and

banged his pencil on the

POSITIVE ASPECTS:

-These students desperate: 1. no? in learning.

They have enjoyed peer ..n3ti,ct,:ion (it has not truly

functioned as peer instrucon pr-0. The few who have

been successful learners hav,::' been eager teachers- -glad

to teach again and again.-- Tho thrill of accomplishment

and the pride in responsibility' are apparent. C.A.

couldn't resist hovering over his students while they

tested--he was very interes in their success.

The above excerpts reflect the difficulties in implementing a peer

instruction system in ABE (the log does convey the informal distracting,

sometimes inchoate. atmosphere of a typical ABE classrooM) Teachers need

a great deal of support, encouragement and training. They cannot be

expected to develop their own materials; they seem reluctant to take on

the.managerial, organizer role required-by the system. For many students,

on the other hand, having 0 grasp conceptual units (i.e. "fractions") in

Order to be able to teach them is more than they seem able to manage. This

does suggest thaL-under oiler inx,tru.tionai arrinoments such students are

going through the motions of workhc4i or programmed exercises with little

mastery or comprehension.

3
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In concluJion, sist,.m did not seem to provide

any great advantage for tliin cont-a,;':o0 to its effectiveness in

the office-education ploltt. anovher ABE class, an evening

session managed by a stroncr,er, LvIre secure instructor, enthusiastically

carried through the fraction ind ruler modules and, at date of project

'completion, were asking fcr ror.. In addition, this instructor experi-

enced no severe managerial plcbcms with the pac,r instruction method.

c. Observations and Comments

The following comments are excerpted from evaluations prepared by

the Compton Adult School a,:17.711:r,it,= F.rsonnel, most intimately con-.

fleeted with the peer 1.5N:jet.

Gennral Reacticms ta-t.ovr ir:Lruction:

"..Our Cal?' ?!(

module hai;

haus, .7vj

tional.mods f9.!,

in;;trueLion

77 .,';-?xperience. We

instruc-

It wd0d,appeaf. ' ,!,.other tool in the .

repertoire of thc tear r he4pirg the student learn..-That

tool has specifictmc,,7, ,77d -); z' ?a ha::: some specific draw-

backs.

We n67). have a triin-, ..oi- .:»,!. 4 .-' T:;6; .which gives us the

capacity of tcahl:ng :, :;.!,i,Jr. 7'..0 other members of the
,

qtaff...

s'i:/ in (q has been a successful

project,..."

Harlan L. Polsky, Principal

"The Poor Instruti,-)n su,=ce,71 with psychomotor

skills or cognitive tasks. Pure cog--

nt;ive or affeci, st-c!red by other means.
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Peer instructor! IL:4 too successes in Compton. In one in-
,

stance the module wviters took total responsibility for the

curriculum (work sitifmo). The other success took place in

an elementary subjects classroom where the teacher knew and

taught her course of'study so well that she could write it

from memory.. Peer instruction mupt take place within an

organized'set of materials, or peer instruction must'provide

that organization of the materials...

...The eighteen-month project in-peer instruction has taught

us much.aboutourselves.and adult education in general. Per-
,

haps the irroos7;ment Of time cane too soon for optimal use of

the experience, and perhaps it was a valuable, preparatory

experience,fbr curr-:,?ub,,,m revision in the years ahead. itl-

thou-gh wr diF:7:overJd improvements in instructibn and

staff which tmc,'; 1;,: 7Lz(k; in order for P.--er instruction to

succeed in Comrton, our willingness to embark on such a pro-

ject proved to be an initial move toward those improvements..."

5ara Duzen, Curriculum Developer

"It has been a productive year - the learned a Zot about how

to and how not to adninister a peer instruction system. The

constraints of JOB PLACEMENT did not help our implementation

of the module, ho,vver, students, teachers and administrators

alike feel it offers decided advantages over cenventional in-

struction. I would think that with additional funding we

will expand our program during the coming year. It was a

very-worthwhile application of the peer instruction model,,

and one that should be investigated during the coming years

with an eye toward working out some of the very minor pro-

blems we experienced."

William Deutsh, CETA Program Director
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Student Responso to Peer Instruction

"There are-ro special motivation requirements. Students of

all ages and ladkgrounds r;wiond positively to peer instruc-

tion. The model inereals in effectiveness proportionately

with tne comMunications skills of the .57tue.!ents .
Difficulties

in the teaching chain might; occur at the EMR level of intel-

ligence. Students at or approaching this level learn diligently

but make poor teachers, poor communicators of information,

and they are slow to grasp and enjoy the overall rhythm of

changing roles. Much more teacher dedicationsand time would

be required f..r low-3evel students. Average for above)

students make visibly true every positive forecast of peer

inatruction. P6r isolates' l'A.767-(0, such students seem to be

more rrtr.,:vir v:::wq,:c of inlbmation than,are teachers.",

Sara DUzen, Curriculum Developer

"Tho xriority (!om7ert-i4 heard about were all of

a positive .31uc:?nts ccemed to identify with a

fellow student doir:7 the te-.zchIng Pinction. There were many-

many positive cc-77,nt:- from the students regprding the function

of one student teaching another. "Appropriate levels of in-

struction, non-threat situation, fun learn and exciting,

were Cut a few of the continents heard from the students. Any

system that can turn students on to that degree offers a

great advantage ov,r the conventional systems."

G 9

William Deutsh, CETA Program Director

(See Appendix C for unsolicited coutments from three CETA students.)

Personnel Requirements of the HumRRO Peer Instruction" Model

Odule-wri.:inq is a specific skill, taken for granted by some

and 'impo:;sibo for others. Teacher;( who are accustomed to

developing their ()on courses, writing their oyn-materials,

th.?13,) olaa.;roum m^,: Bement plans, and writing be-

havio-21.
could mzke! (pod eodule writers. The
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writer must have the patience and skill needed to analyze a '

task and accurately define :1?,.? Criteria for determining

'whether a task is done correctly. -A non-teaching person

with such skills can write the modules, but the ineffi6iency

. of trans_Wring,the information from the teacher (expert) to

the module,writer makes such an arrangement costly. Further-

more, it is unZikeZy that one would find a teacher wko is

sufficiently motivated to try peer instruction and make it

work successfully, 'but who _does not, have time to personally

develop and adjust the materials while they are being tried.

A truly interested teacher wouZ.d want to control the module

writing and regularly improve the material with use. A

classroom teacher, as the medule writer, would probably

Construct :',chin g tips by referring to resources alread in

use, using nrer instruction as the delivery systems there .

would he no lag ?)otw2en expert and writer.

The person who writes the modules is the one with a vested

interest in theboqtcome. Therefore, once fiz support person

lags been trr!,ned to write 'peer modules, that person should

be used to train interested teachers, to write modules. A

formal agreement should be made with those teachers to pay

them a limited number of hours' for their initial efforts

(an undefined agreement Might not end)...

Success can be;predicped for peer instruction where success

already exists: Peer instruction alone is not likely to

reverse negative classroom trends.

The teacher must be a competent educator. The model func-

tionssuccessfu7Zy when run by an organized, confident,

dedicated, teacher. An experienced K - 12 teacher who is

accustomed to keeping records and student profiles might

consider the model to be helpful and easy to manage. A weak,

disorganised tetz-.'her definLtei.,:j finds peer instruction to be

an imnosition and a threat...
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.if the- deciaion -;:Ks%;ruction. model` is made

by management p=rronn'l, thqr., rue oth?r Considerations. Are

there clear, fil,.:/inn-Mg auth,?rity in the school?

Is there a crt-f.J.,a, resokrce 6,,acev or departMent Chair-
.

person who has author-',;'eO. tO0 and dt-:a ignated authority? .Does

the school have cffic-',ent c;stef?'Is for gathering data (is there

efficient organization surrounding the clasSroom environment)?

Is there clerical 7,ime? The usual growing pains of innovation

should be- anticipated.

.Pcer instruction io a1,2:ma7.d:ng in the way that7bAaViOra4 ob-

jcctives are demandin11.- V!P writing of .behavioral obj6ctives

is first seen as a bohersomc'taok--aaort ofmanipulation of

, words that it lict i,,rn,p1 order,. for teacher, adMinistrator,

and stac to lat-4st fad terminology.

Then th(.2 g alpecP o f act-,,,a11,y predicting student

otcomes is ,3.;p..1,7 1r7 conf.;7-,:ig resentment. Only the

most cor,-qetent, ,00ur, ,-sachem emepa- from the experience

able to teach spe,rifi,2 objectives while at the same time

utilizing tho .Leachabe momrnt to produce outcomes which words

can never describe. Compton's experience with peer instruc-
0.4,

tier. ,has producd concretc skilis in defining lAaning outcomes."

'Sara'Duzen, Curriculum Developer

"Adult Educatic:n, inorder to met.cr,,,.unity needs, must be

flexible and,-thenofo,,e, to oome degree administered on-a-not-

tcb-rigid basis. One of the it that is necessary in peer

inctrw.q:ion, to operate successfuly, is a certain

amount of rigidity within the classroom structure, which must

be provided by the tr,73hr who ia willing, to teach in that

manner. It is 'difficuLt to have teachers incorporate certain

tams that arc ral;hz, rigid into their teaching program, un-

leas they hav,- had 1:.t: ;ramiliarity with rigid systems..."

Parlan L. Tolsky,. Principal
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Peer Instruccio-1 z.hd the crITA Prcwram

"Preo,fntly, fvi z ',ALA are taught by

peer inst;r:lotin Ind two .00r't which do not have

modules. Th f! instruction is the

inner confid cn. H builds within a si-adent to learn a

particular kT 1. t-o the ,,xent of telching that skill to

anothor suudent. This also el,q.ano.,s the student's skill

in com7unication. In comparing tho i,,? work stations without

modules, it hanlbeen found that the students do a variety

of.clerical jrk).3..with no particular goal in mind; other

than to cc-TT)! 7 3e stations with modules

gwe th.2 dn tO wh,-?*her the job

has been c:-;(:,1 corio.-11"

2--74.c.tion system is that

students who can be
.

ss a break in the

system if sty(;c,zt 7.,77) oTe in a teaching

,
-0174- ,Initially,

we tki f.r-ion however,

with the. assi,stance of OUP J P744-2een5 Office, our job
6

placnts C71J.? wo placed our CkTil

Program goals i riority orclorieverything seemed to have

fciicn ino 7:o wr emploYable, have

been at7zp-i.o, p,,ajrrt :;:Own

N

I think 77qe could be expanded to our

total of' we wouZd need to have a

6uprviin r u7lo cozidZ. Li E; kind of program on

a full-time bas'i.s. It bu very beneficial to those

students w;?c)' rof!-/ for Practical clerical

appli3ati.on3 of approximately fifty

r:!? 7,,r;Or1 he a full-time.
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responsibility. far as classroom instruction, those

'students who are advanced do assist the instructors. in

working with students who have a Zasser degree of coMpetency."

Mary H. Williams, Chairman
Business Education

"Should we receive BETA funding for the coming year we wiZZ

.be establishing a number,of:peer instruction' modules for er

variety of-work 'stations...

...We must have trainedodule writers We must know how,

much it will (Jost us to develop a module. And we.must know

hour many dollars have to operate with. Once these l'ariables

arc do fined; rnr1, assuming that we have the money to invest
o

within the program, 7 can visualize many courses being designed
o

for,peer if:struction...

I would assume.phat w will expand our work stations within

our MUlticlericial program- and add additional stations within

Food Service plus any other-programs we can obtain funding for.

But I would rather doubt that peer instruction would bedome

a part of the office occupations course withoutoutside funding

once more the major problem is with available money, and not

the concept of the module."

William Deutsh, CETA Program Director

"Each peer instruction project that took place during these

past eighteen months could be viewed as a success or failure,

depending upon one's goals in each case. Ideally, peer in-

struction shouZd be introduced by the teacher, but the teacher

cannot use a tool ho /she does not know, so there must be an

alternative starting point. Each project was an outside idea.

From this viewpoint, the CETA work stations were quite suc-

cessful. Abt of the cinditiona and m-terials were ideal.

0
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With additional funds the CETZ Program grew too rapidly for

per instruction to continue without assigning a full-time

person to both superzzio the work station'S and write the

modules. This assignment would converge authority and

responsibilitythus solving the only major problem the pro-
,

ject could not resolve. Therefore, the future of peer instruc-

tion with the CETA Program will depend upon the budgeting of
a full-time supervisory teacher for the work stations. That

decision has nbt yet been made."

Sara Duzen, Curriculum Developer

Future of Peer Instruction in Compton

"Mc-future of rPer instruction in elementary subjects is

tenuous. Too rank of the necessary conditions are lacking--

sufficient numbP1-s of stadents wanting to learn the same

thirg, funded timeo convert curriculae into peer instruc-

tion forTa,:, self-confident instructor, etc. In spite of

, tizs fact, the ceY,ies of .14uler modules was suecessful. One

ABE teacheY, grateful for the experience, and stated -that

'she would definitely use peer instruction in the future and

write her own modules. Peer instruction will continue in

her cila s.s. in the coming months.

Iuture ptanning for peer instruction in Compton will have

to take,into account considerably more staff time than iS

now customarily allowed for planning. As mentioned, it is;

more efficient to pay the expert to write the materials.

,Ay role, as curriculum resource teacher, would be to train,

and conbult with teachers who ask for help, or who are

ass:,gnd to carry out a peer instruction program.

...17eer instruction shoUld be usedto aid an existing

structure rather than to proide structure.
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"To try peer instru tion as a mandated innovation, teachers

should be. requested to make short-term, clearly defined

commitments. Teahers who respond well do not need extensive

training and encouragement; those who do not respond well

should be allowed to discontinue their commitment, since

fitrther efforts of encouragement are rarely fruitful."

Sara Duzen, Curriculum Developer'

"4.3 we move into the future, it is my hope.Aat as we hire new

=mbers of our staff, we will be able to introduce them to

peer irs'tructon and if they desire, to involve themSened

and thr:r studeni:s with ps:cr instruction, we can train thdm

to write modules and to incorporate peer instruction into

thel'r program. Many of the things we have learned applied

to adult education, generally, in California and possibly aZZ

ov?r the world."

. Harlan L. Polsky, Principal

2. San Diego, California:

The San Diego effort was divided into three successive phases:

(a) "Survival Skills", (b) Peer InstrUction Reading Program,and (c)

Outreach and Dissemination.

a. .Survival Skills and Training of San-Diego Personnel

Late September February 1975.

Memorial Adult School ABEhead teacher, Autumn Keltner was

chosen as peer project coordinator and HumRRO representative Laurie

.Aandel trained her ,in converting curriculum into the HuilIRRO format. In

mid-October a peer instruction workshop for Memorial Adult school staff

was held with the...sample modules being operation of the "Aud-X" and

Videotape Replay System;, these skills were transmitted so successfully

through poor instruction that staff decided to continue the teaching/

learning chafh-on operating this new equipment with actual school .students.
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To 1;:iunch th "survival ills" phase, interviews were conducted

with various community agenc repres ntatives - HRD, Welfare, Public

'Health and a "survival skills menu" was presented, to the two ability

-groupingS of daytime ABE students at Memo ial, orally to the group below

fourth grade reading, in questionnaire form o the other group. The "menu"

consisted of twenty-functional literacy skills .uch as filling, out forms,

t\9.,

...

computing tax, etc. in both groupings, highest interest was revealed in.
.

,.:

.figuring income ta:: and learning how to fill out a to return. In all
,

instances where we surveyed ABE students, however,-the p ominant orien-

tation was toward reading. We never observed a spontaneousi etest in
. .

the learning of survival skills per se. Work, therefore, began on developing
,

peer in:;truction b,..-aking modules and one for completing the tax return.

Tax experf-:s 171t,r7.!ewed in San Diego and at the HumRRO home office

to det2rmice p,::formauce cr iteria and gather support materials in order

that.thr.!-.-Ax cr,,)dul would he classroom operational by ,early February.
. -

The tax m, '1L2 was';'ventually abandoned because,,it did not lend

itself to a standarized, single correct-completion outcome. Each student

would only have to fill. his forms out one way, but in order to guarantee

he could. teach it student who might:be filling it out differently,.

he would have to absorb an unwieldly amount of extraneous information.

However, a "survival skills" packet in basic banking was designed,with
,

a single .consumet module added. By mid-February, a peer instruction

s,:system using the following skills was operational and fifteen studentv,i-,,

participated successfully: '(.1) Completing simple forms, (2) filling out

money
4 orti.ers,.(3) writinc-: checks, (4) filling out deposit slips, (5)

keeping a check rezord, (6) reconciling a monthly bank statement, and

(7).figuring-beSt buys in cans and PackageS.

According to ABE head teacher Autumn Keltner's assessment of

this phase:

',Iph,o,-,ate7..-y thirty students were exposed to the moduZes

(ncZudinj Auzi-K and Videotape-Relay. System). With ad-

vane4 rtudnt, (?heek test (pre-test) was given and only

thr)0,7 nal: pass were part of-the teaching/

lea:'r'77.7. 7 wto passed the izeek test
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were asked to become the person to prime the chain. From

the very,lowest- (reading level-grade one) students in the

Da Sic Education program were able to participate and feel

successful with the forms module. Most also could handle

the money order module. Fewer participated in the suc-

ceeding modules. Students who will never have the oppor-

tunity to have a checking account felt an extremely great -

sense of satisfaction in learning to write checks. Others

said husbands or wives usually didthis and they felt that

l'hey could now participate..pAt h workshop in April, 1975,

attended by twenty-eight ESL teachers, an overview of the

modules and techniques was presented. There was a great

deal of interest and many requests were received for addi-

tional training and copies of material."

Comments-

A number of problems connected with the survival skill curriculum'

were encountered. First, there was little if.any follow-up activity for

students to continue to-practice the survival skills they had learned;

the concept was introduced with little reinforcement by continued class

practice ar even discussion. Second, the lack of a regular work period

in which students might pursue their survival skills kept the idea from

gaining student momentum; the San Diego administration never incorporated

it into the ABE curriculum. Finally, and perhaps most significantly, the

survival skills materials themselves seemed to lack interest for the upper

level 'students (fourth eighth grade readers); most lower level students

(non third grade readers) found them 41 intrigLing, yet they could

hardly. read the minimal written instructions and criteria checklist for

each module. Although serenuous attempts were made to strip these modules

of all but essential warding, there,. remained the, roblem Of reassuring

students that the purpose of the program was. to teach.them the particular-

skill, not to, read the module. The fact that for most of these lower

level students, learning to read rather than survival skill training was

their main objective did not hglp matters.
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b. Peer Instruction Reading Program Part I

March December 1975

Since the survival skills experience questioned the ABE approach

to illiteracy, .the San Diego site team further investigated the state of

teaching adults to read in public education. Through literature searches"'

'the team discovered that, to date, adult education programs have plainly

failed to reduce adult illiteracy. The,problem is particularly acute for

adults-with less than eighth grade education; it ig extremely' hard to help

these individuals reach eighth grade equivalency.

Reading appears to be .one subject where discouraging educational

experiences in the past remain particularly crippling to student motivation.

The majority of problem adult learners have had upwards of nine years of

formal schooling, but read functionally below third .grade level. Most.

.traditional adult education programs perpetuate this discrepency by

adopting the identical teaching methodologies and strategies which had

helped to discourage anl turn of the adult learners in elementary school.

Again they are exposed tothe teacher-directed classes or small-grodp

reading' experiences which had, in the past, made. them retreat from the

receptive attitude so critical to learning. Fearing to feel once again

the sense of failure and inadequacy, they switch off and drop out.

The San Diego site team agreed that what was needed was an in-

structional approach to reading that insured-a high probability of success

for its students. Clearly it would have to be individualized, but just as

clearly, self-instructional material would be unacceptable because it re-

quires a minimum reading ability,level that many of the ABE students do

not possess. The HuMRRO peer approach:seemed ideal in that it was pre-

mised upon One-to-one "oral" instruction in small, accumulating units or

exercises. It could ptovide each student with his own. peer-instructor,

away from.the focus-of .an entire class; this instructor would give his

Student individually-tailored practice and feedback during the act of

learning = the optimal learning environment.

HoweVer, a crucial. problem remained: How to converit.basic reading

into a 1),;~ icw,ti-ut3.o,I. format.? HumRRO research associate, Laurie
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Von Harrison from he Division of Instructional

i t 'ilri;;ha Young University in Provo,

Ub, to i'truci.-ured tutorin, model" method of teaching

reading to ;'1 a modularize phonics approach might be

adapted for uaits. On 4 Ppril 1975,-HumM representatives '-

met with Or..Va t, i.lan an ABE eading program that would combine

his phou1,1 dumRRO peer -instruction technique.

Dr. ,7:aterials7are organized in sequential modules

to teach basic '/ord (blending individual sounds to form

wora3).aac.to -f:;.t. to read 200 basic sight words (irregular

pronuncia.
Hur!iR0 rece.1.7

'lndel and Dr. Italek approved the materials,

Dr.. Von Ilrrison to ,,mploy them in con-

..T1 delivery system on a trial basis in

the San 61-4tion promised a truly individualized

enjoying the undivided attention qi

his rataer than written worksheets,

with pa3s/fail performance tests, with
\

non-threa,ten;. , I,!lonics-based reading units.

;!.-,:allycl series. of "modules" designed"

to tech h::L9,:c Level 1 of the program (non - third

grade readint7H.ov the: student letter sounds, blending and .

sight words; air! ixth grade level) teaches basic phonetic

clusters and basic comprehension skills.

Each "modal.i.," exercises designed to teach a specific

word attin* .::: , for example, teaches the student to read

fiv,a hallo_ -::::,,- . -,:.:e -1;2 t.aches the student to produce five

-consonanL =1.)u:
\

y.,

LL

technique provided the required one-

en-on.? n..adinA units: students teach each other.

particular reading technique--i.e. liowto

that second student turns around and

t1;.- r. learaed to a third student; then that

. fi;,;1 no on.
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As with all applicaLlw

performance test before

the five basic sight words.ccii(-

7 students must pass a

iT; instance, if he can read

,ases, the test. Every student

must pass thischeek-out is qualified to teach someone

else and learn. subsequent modnlo 1; t ii cori.

The check -out test a 7e2test 36, well as post test.

If, for example, a student

set of sight words, he simy.;U

Passed, he-became a.pee'r

knew how to read the specific

:.1,,k-out test for that Unit. If he

module. If he failed, he

worked with his peer imtruc:LoT: ntitL he passed.

an mid-April,

I" diagnostic tests fro

Reading Mastery test. A;"

attack .kills, (jualif:

of the progr:tm. in ,1.1

sisting fifty-r`.-

...Tune, twelve stude ts =

ticipants had coripi:!coc::

were the result of (.:17cnt.:, n,1!

Seven weeks- aft,:!r_

staff was able to track down

Following is a summarizati

1. Formal schoolin

4.8 years.

g,ren the "Beginning Reading

is well as the Woodcock

Jlow third-grade level in word

..10n third grade reading skills)

i peer instruction program, con-

-nodules, was begun. By early

:1 the program and most par- ,

- modules. The. three "dropouts"

ttractiveness of the program.

o',gun,.the semester ended. The-

4,!,1nts to retest on the Woodcock.

=e=, week trial:

c,T: to eleven years with a mean 'of

Attendance at n:ult from ten years to two months.

The stud nt who :_,'!ultrichool for ten' years had a

Woodcock par,:;ae g:Jle equivalent score of 2.7 years.

3. Students worn in t!i, -r reading program for an

average of for.ty-cl n range of from eleven to sixty-

(:no. honrs.

4. Thc! avn!i.a;-!e

thirtythr ;:r71,!;

very I J

progrant n(zmL.

4/7

dur:Ing the seven weeks, was

to forty-eight. There is

72) between time in'the



5. The beginning modules deal mainly with word attack skills. One

student, in the seven week period, went from a 5.1 to a 12,9

grade equivalent. For the remaining ten students, the average

gain was +.7 years.

Preliminary finds based on comparison of pre and post test scores on the

Woodcock Reading Mastery Test indicated that regular-participation in the

program significantly improved students' word..attack skills...

Students and teachers expressed overwhelming enthusiasm for the

ethod and content of the peer instruction reading program. Classroom

teachers were impressed by the high level of student motivation fostered

by the peer instruction involvement.

According to site coordinator, Autumn Keltner's subjective assess-

ment.of the reading program and student response to it:

"Initially, two instructors, Shaw and Keltner and one

instructionaZ,aide, Armour, managed the program. As

changes in staffing occurred, Deidre Dyitt and Jean

All, instructors in the Basic Education class, assumed

responsibility for the program.

There was initial reluctance on the part of students to

assume the teaching role, particularly because they felt

that they were losing inthe area of learning. However,

they quickly realized the value of teaching as a rein >`

fbrcement of learning and would ask to teach immediately

a module that had been especially difficult for them to

learn. They became much more critical of themselves and

would not want to, teach anyone until they were absolutely

sure they had mastered the material themselves. They

felt the need for mastery so strongly that they would

copy and ask to take the material home for practice and

would work straight through breaks.

The thrill of being able to teach someone else for the
.

first time cannot, be measured except inthe eye and

voice of the'Student who has always felt himself a
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failure, at the bottom of his class. kor,;), .i!,udent who

participated in the pr,-,gr 7,7(,,zs c, .P oxr;:i-iene the

thrill of being toacher in sevral steps of t7R:: reading

program.

.Because of numerous interruptions in the continuity of

the program, pre and post tests yannor: pnesb,;y adequately

measure student progress. Unw,,,asurable gains were

especially evident in students' ability to attack pre-

viously unknown words in daily classroom reading

activities. Students entered into reading activitips

with a fg-,7Iing of confid, o'd 1

heretofore not exp.,,,:ri2nc.

.
together in some .cases in i,he decodim reses."

101*-C a

In mid -- October, .1975, the peer instruetion.re pi7(5r= was intro-

duced in Halite Harrison's "Basic FdecaLion Hoovr-cempus, East

San Diego Adult Center. By December, igT:;, students ,7ere partici-

pating in the program with several reaching Module 40. .The class was

increasing in attendance.' Mrs. Harrison commented to site coordinator

Keltner that she didn't know what she would have done without this program

to handle the constant influx of new students into her class.

Site Evaluation

The San Diego site was plagued wlth'administrative problems which

seriously impaired the successful continuity of the reading program. In

her final observations on the HumRRO project, site coordinator Autumn

Keltner first discusses its operation in the clasroom'and then comments

on the backup support needed for such an innovative program to get off the

0r7round

1. CZ(1632,:oom.

If

m-t:71; plcnne,_i: for.

.
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Students often have to wait, either for the check test

(gltality control person) or for a teacher or student.

To alleviate this problem, material must be provided

that well give the students worthwhile activities

while waiting. In the reading program we filed supple-

mental worksheets for each step for this purpose.

Quality control must not be allowed to break down:

Teachers must be willing' to try new ideas and techniques,

experiment. The use of peer instruction should be the

teacher's, choice not imposed.

Peer instruction works! If dteacher is willing to

make the effort, it is definitely worth it. The reading .

gains are evident. The growth in feelings of self-esteem

are thrilling to those in the claSsroom. People do learn

best when they can practice immediately what they have just

learned. You, the teacher, can ascertain With peer in-,

struction what they have learned much better than in

traditional classroom instruction. Often the class must

proceed whether everyone has accomplished the task or not.

The slower or absent student gets farther and farther

behind. This is riot true in peer instruction. I'm.com-

mitted to the concept.

Material in this reading program is not.. really adult. An

adult adaptation would have.been better. Hewever, it was

not a problem with Memorial students.

2. it was impossible to foresee or do anything about the

problems that occurred due to changes in the administrative

positions at Memorial Adult Center. These are not likely

to occur in this magnitude anywhere again. In this case,

two administrators. totally committed to an experimental
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project cont,actd becamc (x?mmitted

and a distric,,t- oily

uncommitted adMinist.raor were. thon ''r'd and were the

cause of the bu1 'f the problems Which. followed. They

not only were -not (?(:777m-10:e, but t;::Ty did not want to

be tied to any progn?.ms begun b their predecessors.

If there had not bean a dLatrict contract,. the program

would have goi-v: corflpit-ely down the d-ain.

At the moment, the ar a Me,orial, but not

in use. The t,-ac.h u,3ing them but

have.a

Once seethed, 2)-; ab7,,:e to rr.ol

Occaorv,
order to

Someone from :7-17,- picture

that it ic

I don't thin ,:te(.7(7 sOuld

discourage future pavtlipati9n in Adult Education

programs.

Peer instruotion Ph,:ul.d not ba the on method of in-

struction in any b-zsc rovling,progmm. It fits in

beautifully as an rinat77ve or suppl-emental program,

complementin7 group, and individualized

learning

C. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENOATJONS

After our two-y(2dr application of the HumRRO Peer-Instruction Model

to adult education programs, it sk...ms responsible to make some conclusions:

As regards the Pod I 'if:

1. Not all ethIc-Itior,q1 .'onduciwo tb peer teaching.

While the model i Id x11ys1Ltd to ,a t.rinincjeduation arrangement which

.°
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TE:!turos r> steady in7f111-w of students, works less well within a fixed,

rclosed stud,: ::11')u! sitution. Yer , even within a fixed-student, class.-

room setting, cne warrant the preliminary investment of preparing moduls,

testing .them, and arranging for smooth classroom management of the system

a. th,,rc is a sufficient number of students Who stand to benefit

- we generally estimate fifteen or more - and

b. threare more than three or fotre modules in the skill series.

(D.:.opping single module exercises. into a small class is in-

.TSficiont despite the motivation-enhancing-aspects of the peer

te-

t r.t1 ilstructiOnal'ebntnt .Leugs itself to peer teaching.

mt ps-c1;r-motor skills have proven themselves to adapt well to

th :-.ritetia test is a manual operation which need

onlY orr,!cflv to be tested, cul-riculae in the area .of ab-

stray.t c.:::,:epts and egnitive learning is of Len harder to break down into

perforrancecrieria while still making absolutely sure the student has

learned the cae:,pt when he take's the test. And,'itis far harder to

insurethot th,;mure al tract concepts that, lie behind the exercises being

practiced are bei_ng adequately taught and comprehended while the.peer

teaching i8 under way.

Therefore, while any content is theoretically capable of being'

brok_u down into performance-criterioned steps, iE is not economical or

effective to try out the model with content that contains:

conceptual knowledge as its primary performance

procdnral tasks having many required variations.

(The five (,:ondittons for "when to use peer instruction" found on pages

seven eleven :attempt to synthesize the.contraints upon subject content

'end.instructnal context placed by the peer-instrucion model.)

`As roari.. di-seminatien.and on-site implementation.of the mode). in

a: ill cduc4tiou:

1. Extensiv training and follow-up F:onitoring of staff is essential

if the modQ1 is to survive beyond its developmental stage. This training.,
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should have two major thrusts, (a) producing viable modules whose criteria

adequately cover the .skill's critical performance standards, (b) Managing

the system so that it Junctions effectively whether or not it is operated

within a classroom context. =Both skills require specialized training and

aptitncle; they are not normally part of the regular ABE teacher's repetbire..

Hence the aiwincy seeking to adopt or even experimentally introduce peer

instruction must appreciate the departure from routine class-preparation

and strategies :which the model- represents, and make the necessary commit-

T2,,nt to see tbrou,?;11 the training required and problems that arise. If such

c(7*.-.2.itment does not develop, it is highly unlikely the model will be more

than a- stale-setlear, "show-case" project.

.- it. seWn tnat and pol-Zormance crieria are especially

diffic4lt to driv:? and nphold in the field of adult education. Most ABE

reacher: 7:-.12 2-r Itted to evolve a highly personal approach to their

'

lrticulrIrly when it'insists upon a strict

deriv-111 t f standrds 176i Fr learning- unit and demands

that s!:u-lents meet those el::P:eria 1007.. These teachers do not seem to
4

relax when they are urged to elicit these criteria themselves in order to

be confident that they are within reach of their entire student range.

3. Unless an instructor is quite self-confident, they are also

threatened by the shift in their role from classroom ringleader to class-

room fall:mer whiTh h imposed. by the peer instruction system. Teacher

reaction to tJle model. has proven critical. to successful implementation

beeno:_;0, nrilike military, penal institution, and indttstrial training en-6

;vironments, the "chain of command" in educational institutions is tendous.

A program administrator can approve of:a special environmental-project,

but ualess he can "sell" it to his teachers, it has little hope for

adequate testing-out.

5.3
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CHAPTER IV

DISSEMINATION

.Throughout the Adult Peer project, a search for the optimum dissemi-

nation strategy Baas conducted. In fact, one of the major questions which

impelled this study. concerned the feasibility of introducing new instruc-

tional systems and strategies into.the "real world" context of ongoing

adult education programs. .

The search involved (a),development of a largely self-instructional
o s

Manual 17hich would enable an interested administrator or teacher to imple-

ment the model
*

, and (b) workshops designed
0

to allow participantsto
.

directly experiencethe

In a major effort, Hum2R0 Ll-Jonsored a workshop held in Aspen, Colorado

in 1975. The end of workshop evaluation report appears in Appendix D.

It ic elcar.f7:0m this evaluation that interest in the models was high.
0

?,ut interest alone is not sufficient. Clearly, a paradox exists in

attempting dissemination through such workshops. If the developer wishes

to have a wide dissemination, he is wise to invite administrators and

state and regional officials to participate. put. these individuals have

little direct contact with students and so the developer has to hope that

these. officials. will be inteYested enough and trained adequately enough to.

turn around and train teachers, a highly unlikely prospect. On the other

hand, if the deVeloper wishes to have more students exposed to his model,

he will invite teachers to his workshops for training. BuCthen the
O

dissemination usually stops at the classroom door and,the overall impact

of the model is bound to be minimal..

Of.the thirty-four participants at HumRRO's workshop, nineteen responded

to a follow-up'questionnaire and twelve' of the nineteen indicated that they

plauned,to or had already held a disseMination workshop. From our experi-

ences ih directly trying to implement the models ourselves, we are frankly

dubious that a half-day or whole day workshop, could result in any long

laf;ting or meaningful :implementation.

-

The Manuals appear as separate appendi.ces to the final report,
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A second generation dissemination occurred at both the Compton and

San Diego sites, however. Staff Members who had been trained by HumRRO

and who identified with peer instruction voluntarily, organized workshops'.

for other teachers in the system in order -to encourage others to apply the

model.

In an attempt to inform others in the adult education field about the
.

moael, the staff made two-hour presentations at the annual.conventions of

the Adult Education Association' in October, 1975, in Salt Lake City, and ,

the National. Association for Public, Continuing Adult Education, November, -

1975. At the conclusion of each of these presentations, a .handout was

distributed describing the imminent availability of the manual upon a

written reqvest. No requests were received indicating the failure of the

attempt at dissemination. There were, however, numerous requests that

HumRRO send a team to a location in order to conduct local training work-

shops, but since .no funds for such a2tivities were included in the project,

thi.7. could not be accomplished.

The dissemination experience demonstrates that the model is seen as

inherently applicable to adult education -but that there are few local

resources available to support implementation.
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AN IN:,TR

I. BACKGROUND

SECTION TI

S LS EM FOR CONSUMER DECISION MAKING

The initial- focus of this project was the rocess of staff develop-.

ment. The preliminary objective was to help staff development leaders

learn a new and more effective means of stimulating and supporting the

'professional growth of ABE teachers'. The project took the form of an

Institute for training staff development leaders in the use.of anew

approach in their work. Problem solving was the overriding theMb. It

was theorized that through problem solving teachers could identify their

own professional: development'objectives and reach them through heuristic

methods. It wa:s.reasoned that this would make staff development more

individualized, 'more responsive to existing needs- and problems, more

highly motivating the teachers involved, apd.on the whole, more

effective than the traditional methods of inservice.

For reasons that are presented below, this project went through a

major transition through which the emphasis was shifted from staff de.-

velopment to- curriculum development. Problem solving by the ABE student

was the "carping mode and the content became an explicit element in the

project, it was the general area of-consumer education, and. more specifi-

Tally the processofconsumer decision making.

This transition did. not rule out staff development through problem

solving.' Rather, it opened. the door to problem solying wide enough to

include the student and ...hereby increased the range of teacher options

in the desiign cyf instructional systems, The teacher was given a new

range of tools to extend his repertoire.of professional competencies.

Furthermore, this was accomplished in an area of ABE where little haS

been done to improvb "curricUlum design.

The Staff Development. fn3eitute

Twelve partfians were selected from applications received from

staff development lend nominated in Regions IX and X. This group

. convened for two fiw:-day work sessions in December and May respectively.
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During the first work session(December 9-14) the overall. goal ofeach participant was to develop his own staff development plan.to be basedon the problem solving model. To help the participants reach their goalsthe Institute staff offered a heuristic learning model and a series of
problem-Solving situations for trying out the model and inventing teaching
strategies. Such techniques as role .playing and micro teaching were alsoused for this purpose. Other techniques such as peer instruction, and

%

group problem solving
were demonstrated by HumRRO staff and practiced bythe participants;

Individual participants received help and guidance from the HumRRO
-

staff as desired. Selected readings and technical reports on new methods
and ideas in staff development were available.

Site Visits

During a five-month period following the first work session, HumRRO
staff members visited each of the participants once to provide additional
help and feedback and to evaluate some of the effec-ts of the Institute.

The Second Work Session (Nay 19-24) was designed in accordance with
the needs of the participants. It was expected that participants wouldwant to share experiences, problems and successful solutions, and help
each other-plan.further improvement of staff developrIent programs. Role
playing, problem solving and theory building were continued as needed.

Results

First Work Session

There was a strong positive response by the participants to the
first work session. An attitude survey conducted throughout the five-dayperiod revealed that the participants

were intensely interested and in-
volved in the activities. However,, in large measure their grasp of the
problem solving model and especially their confidence in their ability
to apply it was weak. __They had been guided through this heavily structured
workshop and 'at the end felt dependent on the Institute staff. The indi-
vidual plans for carrying the problem solving model over to the local
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staff development activities were in most cases not well worked out. There

were several requests For firmRT2,0 stuff members to use the. site visits to

introduce the problem solving model to the local teachers.

Site Visits

The purpose o the situ vi-,its was to observe the progress of

the respective particip7mts toward the establishment of a problem-solviog

staff development program, lx' those instances where a start had been 1.4ado

in this direction the ..rtl.cipa;Its ha.- applied the model as a new approach

to ABE'and'ESL teaching. tht-is, they were using problem solving as a .

teaching method to be -.onveyed Lo ABE teachers but not as a.staff develop.:

meat method. The patt.rnL ..i-arid considerably from me site to anntheT.
, . 0

In several casc,; h,e Ilen done to follow through on the

to introduce proUleTu ;.,!.-/77:n;:o staff development actf_vities. At the
1

opposite ,,,trume, Jas a -,.:2T.2s.sor of adult education who had

ducted several ,..7er's43o m:eled after the first tar :eosion

of the Institute. A aial e an adult school had conduct.

inServicn progr...% own Sta!: b.:-.sed on problem sol,ling, Th.;! dirf.q.:tors

of three adit fronL nuboring districts joined

to provide inserv:c, L.!-qinitg Lot their respective .teaching staffs. . In all

instances, proble71 attractive to the participating teachers

because it appearc.1 L- ;ising teaching approach, highly motivat:x.

and adnptalile sr_11122nt in both the classroom and learning

ceatcv.settin;2 to workshops were looking for help in

underandiag the i strAtegy at the problem solving method and speci-

fic assistance in adapt in method to specific courses and student

categories.

SetrinU 'Work Sessin

On the o7- rb ;ito vists'th second work session placed

now cmphJsis on the maLarini c.spects of staff developmt-mt. The Institute

participants had 1:en -enc,,nte.-ing difficulty in bringing about any system-

atic change in th..ir ic2spite the successes .achieved initial

workshops o: a day of reporting theii
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since the first work session and discussing these reports, the participants

were introduced to (1) participative problem solving, (2) management by

-.objectives and (3) peer instruction. .Once again the reaction to the new.

techniques introduced in the Institute was enthusiastic and virtually all

the participants felt that these techniques would be' very useful in their

work. Nevertheless, it was recognized by all that the exposure time was

extremely short and that without regular support from the institute the

necessary changes would ,not occur or continue.

In the final discussions and analysis of the Institute the pre-

dominant view was.that the dissemination of the problem solving,. method of

'teaching would have exportability and durability only through the develop-

mnnt and distribution of materials designed for thiL: purpose and accom-

panied by explicit theoretical and "how to do it" materials, and that'

only through the useof these materials could a teacher begin_to.develop

a general awareness of what was inv.:1Ved in the design of a heuristic

learning program. It was finally decided that rather than conducting a

series of workshops on theory pEd methods l'.or the Regional Staff Develop-

ment Projects as .originally planned, the project would focus its attention

on the design and development of.ABE a,aterjals that would embody the problem

solving approach and provide a concrete, means by which teachers could make

a successful startin this mode of teaching.

II. PURPOSE

Decision-Making is a basic survival skill-. It could be argued that

it is more fundamental. and essential n daily life than the ,skills of

reading or coMputation. .People who are unable to make prudent decisions

for themselves can only take action impulsively or depend on ,the decisions

made by others. ()Neither of these- alternatives is likely to ,serve the

best interest of the individual.

Most .ABE pro-grams typically concentrate on the teaching of basic

skills and, more recen ly, "survival"' or "coping" skills (functional

literacy) .. Teachers and adhinistrators of ABE programs note, however,

that even when ABE students 'ere yquilidod with sum basic literacy ,skills

and with adequate spocific knowledge or information, many are still unable.
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Development of a K'rototype Curriculum

The first step was to identify an easily accessible student group

that would help select a high priority survival skill as the main learning

objective, and would then serve as a field population for trying out the

system and materials at various stages of development. The group first

selected was the "Now You Can" Adult Education Program in Salinas,, Cali

fornia; an affiliate.of the Neighborhood Youth Corps Project, which is a

locally operated program subsidizing over forty students, most of whom

were working toward the G.E.D. The student population was mostly Mexican-

American and a substantial number of them were pursuing an E.S.L. program

along with the-G.E.D..

With the help of the NYC Director, the HumRRO staff developed a

"survival skill" needs, assessment survey. Ten specific-consumer survival

skills were generated bystudent'respondents for inclusion in the curric-

ulum. The skill most requested, "Buying.a Used Car", was selected as the

content area for initial development. Other expressed needs included

"renting an apartment", "preparing a budget", and "finding a job."

Initially, the HumRRO staff designed a comprehensive curriculum on

used car buying. The curriculum, which offered both teacher and student

manuals, included problem solving situations involving interest computa-

tions, tests for car reliability, cost data, consumer resource data on

cdr types, a buying guide (helpful strategies), and critical vocabulary.

The design of the curriculum was based on the assumption that a

person will be more likely to make rational consumer decisions if he has

the following competenCies:

I. General Skills for obtaining, organizing and interpreting

information.

2. General knowledge of the main categories of information that

apply to the analysis of any purchase situation...

3. Specific knowledge of the categories of information that apply

to the analysis of particular purchase situations (e.g., buying

a car).

Skill in performing a purchase analysis and in interpreting the

results.
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It was further ansumed thq.t people can acquire- these competencies

through experience and practice gained by, solving simulated decision

making problems. The instructional system for decision making as

developed'in this project was organized as a series of problemS to be

-solved either by the individual or by pairs or small groups of students.

The initial. "car buying" curriculum was heavily weighted in the

-process of analyzing the condition. of a used car. With the.assistance of

skilled auto repairmen a chart was developed .displaying a series of tests

that could be applied to a car, signs of trouble, and approximate, cost of

repairs. With such a chart a person could presumably determine for him-

self many defects in a car and the approximate cost of repairs, Since

it was not practical too send the Student out to used car.lots to try out

their diagnostic skills, real car conditions were simulated with 3x5 cards

that could be drawn from an information box by category. The student

could gather the.data he needed by "inquiring" of the information box

which was accomplished by pulling out cards that had-various categories

of information. In this manner the student cOUfd determine the selling

p-lice, the monthly loan payments, the ize loan hecould get, his own

available funds and expected future income. Other cards described

characteristics of the car such as color, age, mileage, etc. By gathering

data, card by card, the student was able to collect information needed to

prepare him tomake a purchase decision.

Results of Initial Field Trials

1

The student and teacher reactions to this initial form of the cur-

riculum were favorable although there were two main problemS. The process

of car analysis was unrealistic. Most of the mechanical tests.of the.car.

demanded a trained eye and ear, and certain information could not be

obtained without special equipment or "opening up" the engine. The

simple tests recommended in the chart were not always significant or

conclusive. A kind of mechanical literacy was being taught more than
7 o

consumer decision making skills.

The second problem' was that the curriculum design was notreadily

exportable. Teachers :elt that they would have difficulty adapting this

=del to the teaching of other survival skills. It was clear that the
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emphasis had to be shifted trust mechanic!,; to economics. The problem

solving model was working in tips That it stimulated student interest,.

but a new model was called for in addition: a consumer decision model,

one that was broad and basic enough to apply to almost any consumer

decision and could serve as a guide.to anyteacher preparing materials

for a consumer decision pltoblem solving curriculum.

The Consumer Decision.Model

After a period of experimentation, the model in Figure 1 was adopted

and used to guide the development of the consumer decision curriculum.

The four elements-WANTS,AESOURCES, COSTS, AND BENEFITS define the cate-

gories of information that must ''t% considered in every consumer decision.

0 These categories :.ire koqibi.t.-: in ic:Iiicent pairs to form four,axes. Each

axis reptesents a key qu,stiof!. Th :lecision to buy requires a "yes":

answer to the first question,

1. The wants/bnfit.,7; ii-r.i > < tne question: "Does this

. prospective purchase my .needs or satisfy my desires?"

2 The cost/benefits axis tios:;es, the question: "Is the benefit

of the purchase worth the rost?"

3. The cost/resources axis poses the question: "Can I afford

to make° this purchase?"

4. The fourth axis poses a more general queStion that does not

need to be considered before each purchase, but should be

thought about-from rime to-time. in the light of previous

decisions and their consequences; The question is: "Can

I afford to.satIsfy my present wants ?"

This model provided a valuable new tool for consumer decision making

curriculum development, as well as a framework for data gathering, infor7

mation 'processing and dec,iion. making. It provided a structure for

building decision making problems La a wide content area. All that was

needed was to invent a set Of sftuations in which the decision whether .

or not- to. make a partiouLir pur'r,hase would have to be made. Speciofic
0

data were generated to fit :ach inf:orMation categories except WANTS.

This was excluded in ord,,r to ir,r st.u:Ients to roLy upon their own values
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FIGURE 1

THE CONSUMER DECISION MODEL
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rather than assuming fictitious ones. Each of the three-data categories

was further subdivided. For example, under the heading of "resources"

would be "cash on hand", "anticipated monthly income", "available credit",

etc. Under "costs" the following might be included: "selling price",
0

-"monthly payments", "l an interest ", 'necessary immediate repairs", "monthly

upkeep", etc. "Benefits" could include a variety of specific attributes

(positive and negative) of the item being considered for purchase. If it

was a car, the make, year, mileage, condition, color, etc. would be weighed,

by the prospective buyer in preparation for his decision.

Application of Problem Solving to the Consumer Decision Model-

The instructional strategy was to give the student'an array of data

items and then allow him to work-with these in his own way to reach two

clearly defined goals; (1) to decide whether or not to purchase the item

in question, and (2) to make clear, rational justification for the decision.

To facilitate this strategy all the relevant data were put on 3x5

cards. Each problem could be presented to the student as an unsorted

deck of cards. On one side of each card was the category of information

it contained (selling price), and the other iide was the specific data

for that category in that problem ($5,000).

A deck Might include as many as fifteen cards or more. It was not

',possible by simply scanning all of the cards for anybody to arrive at a

rational decision.. The student had to have,a strategy for reducing the

data to a level of simplicity that would enable him to answer the-three

questions: Does it satisfy my needs? Is it worth the price? Can I

afford it? The goal was clear but the means for getting there were not.

By determining fora themselves how to handle the data in order to reach

their goal, students could be drawn into problem solving. As active

problem solvers they would become especially receptive to, teacher guidance

and suggestions that would help them reach their goal and develop their

decision making skills.

New Site for Field Trials

Expressed interest by Mr. Jerome King, former aumRRO tatf Develop-

ment It'stitute participant and. negotiations with Mr. Edward Lindsey,
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Director of Adult Edueation, ArH , rs,!ited in the selec

tionof. the South Tson f4r the IT".tended

classroom trials of tin. consumer (1.7.isian curriculum. The South

Tucson Learning Center, a locally generJtct,) and.cperated program, satisfied

the original criteria for site ,:elettri, (71.:,es for OED, ABE, ABE/ESL

and advanced ESL are oftred Ihe ,opulation is primarily Mexican.*

American, but also includes Thai. Vnsr and 2\Merican-Indian students.

HumRRO staff met with interested telchers to brier' theM on the new

curriculum and instructional system and outline regpective levds of

responnIbility for the extendd
.

Most of the teacher iv,vc.d in th,_ Zi!,.1 trials had attended two

workshops on prob.:-em duririg the Staff

Development intitv.';:e i.

Students and !:,2aer!; to the 'new design.

It put the laarnez witHc. set of

data t work iLn ha;.; he t i 11,..lristic process to

find his own boluti cr t It was clearly

a "no lose!' situation. recognized the new model

as a vehicle for lwilvieu..11,1.zeJ coold be used in a tutorial

or group situation. StidcJtc ould 7L in i:::.:Lrn I.% a classroom setting

or. learning center assisting each other cr rnuesting help when they'codld

not solve the probleM themselvs. It :.!.7 aLso c-ridont to the teachers'. '

that the use of cards facilitd the nro.".ess 2f sorting, groupIng,-and

co7:oiniug data and there ;A. form that provided

a meaningful bast, ff)r `T.MJ ,),11-,7t7ia application of this

design to a wide ra.l.F.z., was recognized.

Once the mat en:: and trod,: students to con-

sumer decision makin probiris woc-; cronz:1 e neat step wan to design
1' 4

'ziseries of sequential 1..-oi)lms their 'initial.

d.tTendence on thc ,..-ardn. The was to -..:aable the students

to us-,! 5 t 1 , idAra In more

real i s c s tratilat Lou -7. y, op:3 tcrnalized

set of inform,it

fib ri
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or.7,zini:: lnd information to a point .where they will .support

a rational rjen.

';.re organized -into .1,1/7- levels of increasing dif-

ficulty t,Jhich I tA be mastered in sequence. Level I problems were

. concernci wi7h ;nsticesource axis only, and only cards presenting data

fro:: zwo oories were included in the.problem decks. The problem

involved c,Ard. L,rtine:, and simple arithmetic. Where- credit buying was

invel'Jed, niee9sdry to treat periodic and one -.time costs separately.

Having enow;la for a Ctown payment is not 'sufficient if your income does

.ot: -,:, up with the monthly payments. The important feature

o:1.eveL as -hat all the required data were provided in the

.,ary information is included: This was a concrete means

of i is needed tc make a purchase decision. Only

one ;;urchas ::nasidered in each problem and the object was simply'

:;:ake ':.(1 buy or not t buyon the basis Of whether resources

equal (

w. '7- to, Level I with :Ale important exception that a

numiler of not initially presented: In addition, a few benefit7

cards ,-eLuitously, revealing sore'goorf or bad features of

tha ite. at this level was to impress the learner with the

necesrdgy of .ortain kinds of information in answering the cost/resources

question. Withuut knowledge of required monthly payments, for example,

it is-1-111;;os3i to i-:now if one's monthly income is sufficient to permit

ancth17

patic4i. to

a

afford

1:1".

each

Elake

loan. As the student turns over one card after

, the essential nature of various kinds of infor-

07. .Lzesthat benefit data are of no value in making

1,.,11. Even the best buy is of ,no value if you can't'

.,ed the relative nature of consumer decisions. In

two items -to be ,.!orvzi_dered for purchdse and the

between them. The c!.ecks-included resource,'cost

all three axes were required in preparing to

th..b he could afford both items,

Ai=731

6.1
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of student classes: (I) !WE and (2) a combination of ABE/ESL. Three

teachers were involved in all, two of whom had been trained in problem

methods huC ':. :or!; in Hum1:13.0 staffed workshops.
a

Because of thy. mast.c:ry design of the instructional system, there

was no basis for asses3inp;.revels of learning., The students progressed

through four problem 7.=,-vel. in sequence and could not advance to a new

level until their prforMance at the preceding level satisfied performance

criteria. Therefore, tne me4sure of program success was the number of

students who had proressed through all four .levels of.the problem within

an established time span. 'Table 1 is an _:analysis of the data on this

variable, it ways clear From these data alone that the system was workable,

and posed n) s. iun,aiay,d ditc:iculties for the major ethnic population

,;roup of the ar..-1 , ,h Speaitng), Table 2 provides an ethnic popu-

lation perflentri-2. four population categories. Despite the

:fact that I! u7..t ma,-..eialT were written in English, and the.

?ercentag2 t",n,1,1 '.! - wo,s low iu botn educational categories, only

Lhe to complete the "Car" problem and 100%

completed

i."..11.1servatio%s Mai 1

)foblem, in both educational categories.

o-,,tluctin; Field Trials

Explanation of Incomplete participation

Erratic attendance typical in an adult classroom affected partici-
,

pation in group sj.tuations where the working of the problem was spread

out over two or moro da,f;.

Lack of interest cln the part of ABE students conflicted with GED

objectives. f-.orl students feit the problem was irrelevant to their GED

goal.

There was a interest on. the part of some ABE students who

f 1t the; could 1.tea,ly handle. decision making in the areas (car, rental)

tested.

PronT system regarding classroom management

Problems z.oN,e iu 1 gcoup situation where, some class_members may

no wiAl to prlrtifLpar. 11=i the classroom is not set up or the teacher

unt .experience.! iu multi-activity situation.
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Table 1

NUMBER OF STUDENTS STARTING AND COMPLETING
EACH OF TWO PROBLEMS

No. of Students No. o4 Students
Starting

. Completing . Dropouts

Problem Problem Total %

Car Purchase Problem

.(2 classes) 20' 15 5 20

23E/ESL (4 classes) .
87 3

Total
_90
110 102 7

2-...--artr_.*ant Rental Problem

ABE (I class). 10 .10 o
A3E/ESL.(1 class ) 25 25

Tot,' 35 35

Table 2

ETHNIC ANALYSIS OF STUDENT POPULATION WORKING
WITH .DECISION-MAKING PROBLEMS

ABE/ESL ABA

'Spanish Speg'king 85% 65%

Asian 10% -
Anglo 29%

American - Indian 6%

Other 5%
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In the ABE/ESL classroom there were few problems'as all of the

students wanted to participate. In the AM: classroom we' already had an

indivLdualized learning situation up so it passible .for an in-

structor to work Individually or with a small. group on. the-problem while,

the other students continued their own indivi4a1 tasks.

Another factor that inti:rfered with the system was the nature of

the g-7oup.. We found that some students worked well together in groups,

encouraging and assisting each other. Other students, however, when in

groups tended .to be negative in attitude, probably a defense against the
%

of possible failure. These particular students performed much,

becnr when working individually with an instructor and we decided to

their entire classroom program as 3.'77e:suit c what we learned in

the model.

;e had no problems in introducing the mat,rials other than 'some

voc'abAThry expbnations thac were needed by some. students. This was

`nandld by group discussion of the vocabulary.

the card.^ are a big advantage as the data can be seen in detail and.

:2..nl,ulated'easil.y. Also they are good in the variety they offer to the

student used to workbook-text kinds of activity.

The students reactions to the Decision Making Model were largely

posttive. They enjoyed the experience and felt they had learned something

uno;ful. Only a few students felt .it was irrelevant becauSe of their past

experience and/or. their personal goals regarding school.

?resent and future applications of instructional system

Ti;:: model will continue to h used in this program. Teachers from
A.

bath FSL/ABE 'classes and ABE rAasses have used the car and rental pro-

b1,r.: with success and .71.11 continue to use it with new ,students. We

n1 int.nad to incornoran th.emodel as an dnstructional strategy in

kry:a:'hi n,.; -modules we are _desigiling and field .testing. 'These modules are

plans designed to teach those areas of practical learning outlined

in Northcutt's APL sl,-,udy. any of the APL objectives cover areas such, as

onsumer awareness that easily lend themselves to the Use of the decision

vakIn:! model as on teaching strategy.
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Student benefits

The students learned the importance of gathering as much information

as possible when.making a decision. They learned that some information is

more important than other information. They learner', to categorize and

evaluate the information they had gathered and to explain their decisions

based on the data they had.

Observatations of Administrators and Curriculum Developers

Given some instruction in the use of the model and pre-made materials,

any teacher Should be able to use. the model in-his'clasS if the interests

. and goals of his students are in the area of,practical learning (and not

GED preparation only). The model will be most easily used by those teachers

who can use the model with the entire group or by those who teach'in classes

already designed to deal with a variety of activities at. the same time.

Site criteria for project success 7 One ESL/ABE or ABE teacher at

each learning center using the model with at least five Students each

semester. Design and, use of one additional model each semester.

The writing of the problems is the greatest. problem in incorporating

the model into our program. Writing the problems takes thought time and

production time. Most ABE teachers are part time and receive little or

no compensation for materials development. In our.program curriculum
.

development and production is handled by a committee of part time teachers

that meets once a month for two hours. This group will work together to

deSign and produce new problems and'try them out in their classes.

Future decision making problem planning should allow for the paid

time of some staff to develop and produce materials.

The limits of the decision making model in.our program are due to

the lack of personnel to write the problems. Other than this, the model

is fairly easy to disseminate to other teachers and is useful as a teaching

strategy in both ESL/ABE and ABE classes.- Since the original group here

was trained by HumRRO, three other teachers have learned the model in

.iftformal sessions and have used it with success in their classes. All..

teachers who have used the model would like to have new problems to try,

7-11t they are all part.time teachers and unable to spend the time on

designing them on their own.
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We found that the only f:lenitorin4 that needed to be done was easily

handled. by the learning ceraer 6upervsor. Any local coordinator who can

check periodically on the ci.'the problem and be a ailable to

answer questions and coordinli:!. evaluationcould provide Il the monitoring

necessary.
\%.

The decision making model will continue to be used in future ESL/ABE

and ABE classes. At th:.t moment we are limited to the car and rental pro-

blems, but the curriculum coni-d.f7.tee mentioned above is planning to work

on designing new problems during their monthly meetings this semester.

-We hope that teachers workin!.; la pairs,in a workshop getting can design

problems to share witn th., entire g-.::oup and that the production. of the

cards can be handled clecii:a: staff or volunteers.

STLC is also douendel.) m erials made up by the curriculum

committee but teachers at. c.hat centc:r'em rontinuing to use the two pro-

blems we have on hand z,1% iaterest.in using'more..

The model. T.4-; prt.;.J prgram teachers in a mini-workshop

conducted by Lip.? Ewiss 075. Ten teachers. attended the

session and eight definitel.y i-ested In using the model in their

classes. These teach-ers wITL- ap the core of the curriculum

co-maittee and will b2 involveJ a pr,-Auction of additional problems
,

this. skiing semester.

Informal instruction +h' w;.e of the model was given to three ad-

ditional teachers on anIndivid-lal basis and these three'teachers'have

used the problems We lab.v, c iaLerc':;ted in having more .to Use in

their classes.

The problems 117:w :a ue-1 by at Least one teacher in each of

the three learalaj, reater,; n.

V. DISCUSSI,p

This phase of the pr61 1. iihs achievd two main purposes. It has

produced and field teste0 :.!: ?ca ju7tructional system including a teachers'

manual and it has the for applying this system to

Aault Basic Educati.ln. uniquc'cbaracteristic of the new instiuc-

tional.system is t tt two mod.th;,. a consumer decision model
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and a problem solving model in such a way that the second model is the

vehicle by which the first becomes known to the learner,

The underlying difficulty for the consumer education teacher is that

in order to teach a person to become a rational consumer decision maker,

one must introduce him to the concepts of WANTS, RESOURCES, COSTS AND

BENEFITS and their interrelationships. These concepts and relationships

constitute the consumer decision model, which is,quite abstract.and complex.

ABE students can be expected to have great difficulty'understanding and

learning to use the model if it is presented i is most abstract form. .

The alternative approach introduced in this project was to use the

consumer decision model as a framework for generating sets of data to be

presented to students as simulated decision problems. All items of data

pertinent to making rational purchase decisions were put on individual

cards, which could be .readily scanned, sorted, combined and simplified to

. generate a rationale for a decision. The students had a goal (to make a

decision) and a.heuristic means of trying to reach it (card manipulation).

The entire process was a form of problem solving which could be characterized

as active, interactive, individualized, autonomous, inductive and goal

Oriented.

This new instructional system should be of interest to all teachers,

but especially. teachers who are trying to teach abstract subject matter

co students who have difficulty with abstraction and the language needed

to convey it. The manipulation of cards has several advantages. One is

the element of autonomy it gives the student who is free to collect, and

manipulate the data. He can experiment and literally play with the data

in the hope that he will stumble upon something. This is the very essence

of heuristic, learning which can be defined' as "learning by finding out for

yourself." If a student already has an algorithm for solving a particular

problem, he can use it immediately. If he doesn't, he can use heuristic

processes to discover one. Andjf;the search beComes too long and unpro-

ductive, the teacher can be summoned for help.

This general approach does reqUire a classroom format that permits

students to work alone or in small groups. In recent years, a growing

=her of ABE teachers have shifted toward a more open classroom which
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sequence .of skills land actions are relatively fixed, the decision making

7ocrel focuses nn a constantly shifting. and 1.eighing of conditions. and

vari:.ibles with 11(; "fiX0d", repeatable action sequence being easily dis

cernible. Thus, they provide the ABE administrator/teacher with two

additional strategies for making learning relevant and effective.. The

instructor must still, however, a) know Under what circumstances each

would be most appropriate, b) be able, either independently or with the

support of the system, to develop or have made available the special '.

materials required for either model. Although we are more than satisfied

with the potential effectiveness and usefulness of both models pnder

appropriatt 'mditions, we are still less than satisfied with the dis7

seminavion ianisms by which the ABE community could successfully

i7ylement ,.!

a
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APPENDIX A

Community Criteria Checklist



mi%

0?-41UNITY CRITERIA SHEET

1. Knowledge/understanding of the model.

Community

Address

Referral

Contact

Phone

Contact

'Phone

Redd written description.
Described over phone .

Yes

(,

(

)*

)

No

(

(

Face-to-face discussion

I.s model. understood? .
Quite

No certain '

a. Role of master, coordinator, HumRRO person / , /
.

, i

b. Necessity for 100% mastery of each module / /
/

c. .Major emphasis on performance' or doing ./

d. Subject matter/content locally determined /-

e..Physical support skills (location, tools,

materials, etc.) .
/

9. RePresentativeness of spokesmen
Yes

a. Elected or appointed by community ( ) )

b. Hired by funding source ( ) ).

c. Member of local community ( ) )

d. Can personally make decisions re in-

. volvement

e. Difficult to determine, not clear (

3. Identification of an indigenous coordinator

a. No one available or interested

b. Agreement to find one

c. Specific person identified, informed or consented

80
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)

)

)

(continued)



4. Interest areas identified

kxisting pro- 1

0
,:gram well at.--.

(Mended but
Area i!not succeeding

Existing pro-
gram not well
attended or
drooped

No existing pro-
gram but clear
community ex- .

pressed need

Opinion or
mpression
of spokesman
only

.

0

I

. .

.

11

.
.

111

.

1(J 0-

lj

Il
1

IL
o

o

o

Id-:ntification interested .t..udent Population

C.

p.xson0
andlor

Need survey
figures
available

Actual
number
known

i

Low
Overall estimate of ,..7.ommunity interest /

6. Subjective reaction and comments

Nature of contact
Phone/Letter/Face-tn-Face
(indicate (P) (CTor(F)

A-2 (continued)



6. Subjective reaction and cmmen':n f':.14ontinued)

Data

-
0

r177_orrm ndations

r..1n6te

0 5

Date

D.,)te

0

82
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.1

This contract was signed with both Compton and San Diego.

July 25, 1974

.LETTER OF AGREEMENT

This letter outlines the obligations of both the Human Resources.Research

Organization and the Compton Adult School as they cooperatively work together

on the peer -instruction implementation segment of HEW Grant No. 0EG-0-73-5221

(Improving Adult Education Through Indigenous Peer Instruction and Administrative

Development) to the end of calendar year 1974, and through the aforesaid grant's

approved extension to continue through calendar year 1975.

The Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO) agrees to:

'1. Commit the services of a full-time experienced staff member to train

oe or more site personnel in adapting materials in the area of "Survival skills",

for use in the peer-instruction special project and organizing and operating the

peer-instruction model. This staff member will also provide back-up assistance,

guidance and evaluation data during the operational phase of the model.

2. Provide continuediand extended coordination between the HumRRO staff .

person and site personnel on scheduling this training, to make the mutually

agreed upon on-site visits in order to complete this training, to cooperativel),

develop materials and peer - instruction schedules by the end Of calendar year

1974, and to provide a concise written chronicle of the entire effort.
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3. Share with tile Goia t a Adult School perscnnel the responsibility to

work out classroom adjustments, student scheduling, troubleshooting, andto

remain on call when not oh-site for any problems that may arise over the-

project's operational prlod calendar year 1974.

4. Make available a peer-ine,truction back-up staff, a project. director

and a secretary, for consultation, additional secretarial, assistance

.professional monitoring of the project, and to produce the final project'

evaluation and report.

The Compton Adult School -14,rees

1. Commit one or more ..3tatf prsonnel between now and the end of calendar

year 1974, as re(rlire or -,p_ to a t:LL-2. of th..i r time, to make, the peer-

instruction project a rr:ori:y a. sf,--arin%. Over this period they will learn

'the peer-instruction model, design 41.aterials on "survival skills" together

with the HumRRO staff meraber, aud to m1 1,:e scheduling-projections prior to

actual implementation.

2. Implement.a peer-instruction ustem in one or more actual classrooms

with site students early in calendar year 1975. <Whether this phase

involve special classes using solely pcer-instruction as the delivery system,

or whether peer-instruction will be phased into op-going classes as a part of

:.ha teaching repertoire, remains. opens

o

Grant the HumRRO staff member access to its classrooms and teachers

that optimal situations for introdueinc;,peer Instruction can be identified,

and so that the HumRRO : ;tiff r ci.n locate teachers to work with who are

flexible and excited about trying out a; innovative, experimental approach

with all its obstacles and uneerta.LnLies,
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4. Provide necsoary office and.clerical support to the 'project.

5. Commit itself to the research and development nature of the project,

understanding the exploratory aspect_ for implementing peer-instruction in a

pertiCular setting anr! that the. aim of this project is to jointly devise

procedures and adaptations to best meet the Compton Adult School's needs.

DATE
Compton Adult School Representative

DATE
Hum192,0 Project Ptrector.
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APPENDIX C

Compton Student Testimonials
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CO:PIE:ITS OM STUDENT-TEACHER EXPERIENCE

I found the experience of teaching a vary beneficial method

for. learning. Realizing that I had to nass on the knowledge that

I had acauired caused me to put forth greater effort to retain
I-

and understand. Teachigalso served to emphasize the.kowledge

I had-learned; and served as a test to see just how well I had

learned. ::'bile teaching, 'took into consideration just how I

had had to learn the information and nassed it out to the student

as simol as possible.

I found the teaching part as great a benefit to my learning

as in being a student.

Respectfully,
-/

:ve.crie Nobles
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May 22, 1975

Working in this office as a student and then a

Peer Instructor has been the biggest incentive

to my starting on a new career.

Classroom learning is practical but actual

application is much more profitable. Having

to learn a job well enough.to be able to teach

another.student
instills in one the value of,learn-.

,!

ing completly And then teaching that job

,acts as a review of your knowledge and futher'"

instills that knowledge in you.

Lorraine'Sabraw
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April 16, 1975

Dear Mr; Polsky:

The "Peer Instruction" was quite an experience to me.

This was my first time being put in a position to teach

some one what I had just learned. And knowing this when .I

first started, I tried 1/27 best to learn hOw to do everything

correct. Since I was the first student on the C.E.T.A.

Program to start at this work station, it was very important

for me to learn how to.do the work exactly, because every

person's knowledge following me dependedupon what I showed

my student. l' really enjoyed being and working witL all

of you.
Sincerely,

Deborah Punches
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Dissemination Workshop
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G.

DISSEMINATION WORKSHOP

Thirty-four (34) participants representing Regions I through VIII

attended the HuMRRO dissemination workshop held in ASpen, Colorado during-

the week of July 21 - 25. Twenty-eight (28) participants respondedto the

End -Of- Workshop questionnaire. Results and comments are presented below.
- _

.

END OF WORKSHOP EVALUATION

Did. the Workshop achieve its objectives? What really matters is (a) whether

the participants felt they learned some new skills and techniques, and (b)

whether the participants will go back and actually try to disseminate these

slc-711 and techniques.. The trouble- with. these "evaluations" is that participants

:invariably try to make the organizers of the workshops feel good by telling

them what they want to hear. What we want to hear are ideas and suggestions

about better ways to disseminate the information we presented here.

With that framework in mind, please respond to the following.items:

relevant
1. (a) Are the Decision-Making and the Peer Instruction techniques

to ABE? 5 4 , 3 2 1

Particularly... Somewhat - 'Perhaps .72: Slightly Not At All

Relevant Relevant Relevant Relevant Relevant

Decision-Making

Peer Instruction

(b) If you checked 3, 2 or

121

i(1)

1-1251

please explain why.

0

Comment: Virtually all the participants could see the relevancy of the

two techniques to ABE.
92
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.
2% Did you learn enough about each system to be able to turn around and teach

them to others if you wanted to?

Definitely Almost No

LT P1a. Decision-Making
1231

4 . 0]
b. Peer Instruction

1 1 .11

If you- checked nalmost" or "no" for either, please state briefly what more you

would need if you wanted to Sisseminate.

a. Decision-Making

b. Peer Instruction

Comment: It seems that the workshop was successful in transmitting the

structure and process of both techniques to the point where most

N
.

of the participp felt they had been adequately prepared to

disseminate them on their own.

3. At this time do you intend to try to get these systems into operation.

a

D.=c4s4on-Making

Peer Instruction

Definitely Probably Not Sure

12119J

Probably Not ._ No

I01 of

Ldi
I

101

Comment: Again, this response is indicative of the success of the

workshop in getting across the potential usefulness and

disseminabilIty of the two techniques. Whether participants

will actually disseminate will be determined by y-a later

follow-up ,11,?tionnaire.
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5.-
Eow about the actual work sessions themselves? Could they have been differently

organized or presented so as to increase their effectiveness?

Decision-Making

Peer Instruction.

Comment:

'Yes

Clearly, we could have done

and ran the work sessions.

much better in the way we organized

The predoMinant complaint was that

we did not plan a tight enough schedule (we allotted five seIsons

per technique when, in retrospect, three would have been perfectly

adequate). A'secondary complaint was that we did not allow

participants enough say in how sessions were to be organized

and allowing them to have a greater decision - making role in the

determination of content. Aday into the -workshop, we adjusted

the schedule inresponse to the legitimate complaints:

6. Ecw aboUt the implementation manuals?
workshop experience'set up a program

Definitely Probably
Could Could

Decision-Making

Peer. Instruction

II I
1.1

0'

First;, could a person without a

using the manuals, alone?

Probably.Definitely
Not Sure Not Not

I 71

7. (a) liext, could you use these manuals, after the workshop, to train others

in the two systems?

Decision-Making

Peer Instruction

Not Without
Revision

.

-Yes.

1251
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Comment: We are very interested 1,1 Wi-.ether the manuals can be used ts

disseminatibn instruments 'since we do not envision HumRRO in the role of

perpetual. disseminators. The results above suggest that at the present

time, the manuals alone (in thei,e- present form) would not be able to carry

the burden. When augmented 5y a brief training workshop, they are seen as

quite adequate. This suggests the need for some personalized training to

accompany distribution of the manual.

All in a11,, we feel the workshop accomplished its primary goals and that

both techniques are conceptnall.. and procedurally strong. The Matter of

wider dissemination is, however, still a problem and requires further

thought and action.. One approaCh is summarized j.n the voluntary comments of

one of the participants:
a

"Very often during the sessions it became obvious to me that the

Workshop lagged because of becoming bogg...d down with philosophical,

ideological, super-Professionalism-type banter which those who've been

too long divorced from a classroom situation feel they must perform.

Since I've been a participant in this workshop and have been

witness to two diverse reactions, I feel it may prove far more

beneficial to Adult students tospresent following workshops to teachers

who can see, the ddvantagrs more readily than supervisors who will

probably never really underqtandthe value of the study simply because

they are out' of touch with ABE students.*

If the study is to be a sucr,,,ss, it ;ippears it must grow from the

bottom upwl4;trdly."
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